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8 ABSTRACT | A key challenge of future mobile communication
9 research is to strike an attractive compromise between
10 wireless network’s area spectral efficiency and energy effi-
11 ciency. This necessitates a clean-slate approach to wireless
12 system design, embracing the rich body of existing knowledge,
13 especially on multiple-input–multiple-ouput (MIMO) technolo-
14 gies. This motivates the proposal of an emerging wireless
15 communications concept conceived for single-radio-frequency
16 (RF) large-scale MIMO communications, which is termed as SM.
17 The concept of SM has established itself as a beneficial
18 transmission paradigm, subsuming numerous members of the
19 MIMO system family. The research of SM has reached sufficient
20 maturity to motivate its comparison to state-of-the-art MIMO
21 communications, as well as to inspire its application to other
22 emerging wireless systems such as relay-aided, cooperative,
23 small-cell, optical wireless, and power-efficient communica-
24 tions. Furthermore, it has received sufficient research attention
25 to be implemented in testbeds, and it holds the promise of
26 stimulating further vigorous interdisciplinary research in the
27 years to come. This tutorial paper is intended to offer a
28 comprehensive state-of-the-art survey on SM–MIMO research,
29 toprovide a criticalappraisalof its potential advantages, andto
30 promote the discussion of its beneficial application areas and
31 their research challenges leading to the analysis of the
32 technological issues associated with the implementation of
33 SM–MIMO. The paper is concluded with the description of the
34 world’s first experimental activities in this vibrant research
35 field.
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43 Nomenclature
3GPP 44 Third Generation Partnership Project.
4G 45 Fourth generation.
5G 46 Fifth generation.
ABEP 47 Average bit error probability.
ARQ 48 Automatic Repeat reQuest.
ASE 49 Area spectral efficiency.
ASM 50 Antenna subset modulation.
AWGN 51 Additive white Gaussian noise.
BICM 52 Bit interleaved coded modulation.
bpcu 53 Bits per channel use.
BSs 54 Base stations.
C2POWER 55 Cognitive radio and cooperation for power.
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CAGR 56 Compound annual growth rate.
CE 57 Channel estimation.
CFO 58 Carrier frequency offset.
CIOD 59 Complex interleaved orthogonal design.
CRC 60 Cyclic redundancy check.
CS 61 Compressed sensing
CSIT 62 Channel state information at the transmitter.
DD 63 Direct detection.
DSTTD 64 Double space-time transmit diversity.
EARTH 65 Energy Aware Radio NeTwork TecHnologies.
EE 66 Energy efficiency.
EMF 67 Exhaustive-search matched filer.
EXIT 68 EXtrinsic Information Transfer.
FDD 69 Frequency-division duplexing.
FDMA 70 Frequency-division multiple access.
GMSK 71 Gaussian minimum shift keying.
GSM 72 Generalized spatial modulation.
GSSK 73 Generalized SSK.
GREENET 74 Enabling technologies for green radio.
GREEN-T 75 Green terminals for next-generation wireless.
IBSG 76 Internet Business Solutions Group.
ICI 77 Interchannel interference.
ICT 78 Information and communication technology.
IGCH 79 Information-guided channel hopping.
IM 80 Intensity modulation.
IRCC 81 IRregular Convolutional Code.
ISI 82 Intersymbol interference.
ITU 83 International Telecommunication Union.
LED 84 Light-emitting diode.
LiFi 85 Light fidelity.
LoS 86 Line of sight.
LS 87 Loosely synchronous.
LTE-A 88 Long-term evolution advanced.
MAP 89 Maximum a posteriori.
MCMC 90 Markov chain Monte Carlo.
MF 91 Matched filter.
MIMO 92 Multiple-input–multiple-output.
MISO 93 Multiple-input–single-output
ML 94 Maximum likelihood.
MMB 95 Millimeter-wave mobile broadband.
NC 96 Network coding.
NMF 97 Near-optimal matched filer.
OFDM 98 Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing.
OFDMA 99 Orthogonal frequency-division multiple access.
OMP 100 Orthogonal matching pursuit.
OPEX 101 OPerating EXpenditure.
OSM 102 Optical spatial modulation.
OSTBC 103 Orthogonal space-time block coding.
OWC 104 Optical wireless communications.
PAPR 105 Peak-to-average-power ratio.
PPM 106 Pulse position modulation.
PSK 107 Phase shift keying.
QAM 108 Quadrature amplitude modulation.
QoS 109 Quality of service.
RA 110 Receive antenna.
RC 111 Repetition coding.
RF 112 Radio frequency.
RS 113 Relay station
RSC 114 Recursive systematic convolutional.
SC 115 Single carrier.
SD 116 Sphere decoding.
SE 117 Spectral efficiency.
SFHMA 118 Slow-frequency-hopping multiple access.
SFSK 119 Space-frequency shift keying.
SIMO 120 Single-input–multiple-output.
SISO 121 Soft-input–soft-output.
SIR 122 Signal-to-interference ratio.
SM 123 Spatial modulation.
SMX 124 Spatial multiplexing.
SNR 125 Signal-to-noise ratio.
Spatial-Mux 126 Spatial multiplexing.
SR 127 Successive relaying.
SSK 128 Space shift keying.
STBC-SM 129 Space-time block-coded spatial modulation.
STFSK 130 Space-time-frequency shift keying.
STSK 131 Space-time shift keying.
TA 132 Transmit antenna.
TCM 133 Trellis-coded modulation.
TCSM 134 Trellis coded spatial modulation.
TDD 135 Time-division duplexing.
TDMA 136 Time-division multiple access.
TM 137 Transmission mode.
TOSD 138 Time-orthogonal signal design.
TREND 139 Towardrealenergy-efficientnetworkdesign.
URC 140 Unitary-rate code.
VLC 141 Visible light communications.
WCDMA 142 Wideband code-division multiple access.
WiMAX 143 Worldwide interoperability for microwave
144 access.
145 I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION:
146 THE ROOTS OF SM
147 A. Ubiquitous Mobility and Connectivity: The
148 Societal Change
149 Since the turn of the century, there has been a
150 tremendous growth in the cellular market. The number of
151 subscribers and the demand for wireless services has
152 escalated. Indeed, the penetration of mobile services
153 exceeded that of the power grid. There are 48 million
154 people in the world who have mobile phones, even though
155 they do not have electricity at home [1].
156 In this context, mobile communications may be allowed
157 to be an indispensable commodity by most, and mobile data,
158 video as well as television services are also becoming an
159 essential part of everyday life. With the introduction of the
160 Android operating system and the iPhone, the use of ebook
161 readerssuchastheiPad,andthesuccessofsocialnetworking
162 using Facebook, the demand for cellular data traffic has
163 grown significantly in recent years. Thus, communications
164 on the move has proven to be transformational, and mobile
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165 operators struggle to satisfy the data traffic demands in
166 wireless cellular networks, while keeping their costs at
167 minimum to maintain profitability.
168 B. Mobile Data Traffic: The Forecast
169 A further explosion of mobile data traffic is predicted.
170 According to Cisco’s estimates predicted in February 2011
171 [1], the 2010 mobile data traffic growth rate was higher than
172 anticipated. The global mobile data traffic grew 2.6-fold in
173 2010,nearlytriplingforthethirdyearinarow.Furthermore,
174 according to Cisco’s estimates published in February 2013
175 [2], the global mobile data traffic grew 70% in 2012, and it
176 reached885petabytes(PB)permonthattheendof2012,up
177 from 520 PB per month at the end of 2011. These growth
178 rates of mobile data traffic resemble those of the fixed
179 network observed during 1997–2001, when the average
180 yearly growth was 150%. The overall mobile data traffic is
181 expected to grow to 11.2 exabytes (EB) per month by 2017, a
182 13-fold increase over 2012, which corresponds to a CAGR of
183 66% from 2012 to 2017. More particularly, the Asia Pacific
184 and North America regions will account for almost two-
185 thirds of the global mobile traffic by 2017. Middle East and
186 Africa will experience the highest CAGR of 77%, increasing
187 17.3-foldovertheforecastperiod.TheAsiaPacificregionwill
188 have the second highest CAGR of 76%, increasing 16.9-fold
189 over the forecast period. The emerging regions of Latin
190 America as well as Central and Eastern Europe will have
191 CAGRs of 67% and 66%, respectively. When combined with
192 the Middle East and Africa, the aforementioned emerging
193 market will represent an increasing share of the total mobile
194 datatraffic,whichisexpectedtobeupfrom19%attheendof
195 2012 to 22% by 2017 [2].
196 C. Mobile Data Traffic: The In-Home Scenario
197 Furthermore,asurveyconductedbyCiscoIBSGindicates
198 thatmuchofthemobiledataactivitytakesplaceinthehome.
199 In particular, it has been estimated that the percentage of
200 time spent using the mobile Internet at home is approxi-
201 mately40%.Theamountofmobiledatatrafficonthemoveis
202 approximately 35%, while the remaining 25% of mobile
203 Internetuseoccursatwork.Therelativelyhighpercentageof
204 home-based mobile data use suggests that next-generation
205 cellularnetworksrequirespecificdataaccesspointsinstalled
206 by home users to satisfy the huge demand for data traffic,
207 and, at the same time, to get improved indoor voice and data
208 coverage. By using these home access points, the telecom-
209 munication operators may be able to offload, in a cost- and
210 energy-effective manner, the data traffic onto a fixed
211 network, either by offering their subscribers dual-mode
212 mobile phones or through the employment of femtocells,
213 which are considered the key enabling technology to handle
214 the growing demands for mobiledata traffic in the home[3].
215 In particular, to meet the demand of massive mobile data
216 growth, IDATE Research & Consulting and Infonetics
217 Research has forecast the employment of 39.4 million
218 femtocell units and a $2.98 billion market by 2015 [4].
219 D. Next-Generation Cellular Networks: The
220 Compelling Need to be ‘‘Green’’
221 T h eu n p r e c e d e n t e ds u r g eo fm o b i l ed a t at r a f f i ci nt h e
222 cellular industry has motivated telecommunications op-
223 erators and researchers to develop new transmission
224 technologies, protocols, and network infrastructure solu-
225 tions for maximizing both the achievable throughput and
226 the spectral efficiency. On the other hand, little or no
227 attention has been devoted to energy consumption and
228 complexity issues. As a result, the ICT sector contributes
229 substantially to the global carbon emissions.
230 In particular, at the time of writing, the ICT sector
231 represents around 2% of the global carbon emissions
232 already, of which mobile networks contribute about 0.2%.
233 This is comparable to the worldwide carbon emissions of
234 airplanes, and about a quarter of the worldwide carbon
235 emissions of cars. Furthermore, this amount is expected to
236 increase every year at a rapid pace due to the massive
237 increase of the mobile data traffic. Currently, there are
238 more than 5 million BSs serving mobile users, each
239 consuming an average of 25 MWh per year [5], [6]. In
240 addition to the environmental aspects, the energy costs
241 represent a significant portion of the network operators
242 OPEX. While each BS connected to the electrical grid
243 may cost approximately $3000 per year to operate, off-
244 grid BSs operating in remote areas generally run on
245 diesel power generators and may cost ten times more [5].
246 Furthermore, with the advent of data-intensive cellular
247 standards, such as the LTE-A system, the energy consump-
248 tion of each BS can increase up to 1400 W, and the energy
249 cost of each BS may reach $3200 per annum with a carbon
250 footprint of 11 tons of carbon emissions [7]. The radio
251 networkitselfaddsupto80%ofanoperator’sentireenergy
252 consumption.
253 In this context, the development of revolutionary
254 clean-slate wireless communications technologies that are
255 capable of meeting the forecast mobile data traffic growth
256 while reducing the carbon footprint of next-generation
257 cellular networks is a compelling necessity.
258 E. Addressing the Energy-Efficiency Challenge:
259 Green Small-Cell Assisted Networks
260 The rising energy cost and carbon footprint of
261 operational cellular networks have motivated both net-
262 work operators and regulatory bodies, such as the 3GPP
263 and the ITU, to develop innovative solutions for improving
264 the energy efficiency of cellular systems. This emerging
265 trend has attracted the interest of researchers worldwide
266 to develop ‘‘green small-cell assisted networks’’ [8].
267 Numerous collaborative projects have been launched
268 worldwide for addressing the energy efficiency of mobile
269 communications systems. Notable examples are:
270 • the Energy Aware Radio and NeTwork TecHnol-
271 ogies (EARTH) project [9];
272 • the Towards Real Energy-efficient Network Design
273 (TREND) project [10];
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274 • the Cognitive Radio and Cooperative strategies for
275 Power saving in multi-standard wireless devices
276 (C2POWER) project [11];
277 • the GREENETVAn early stage training network in
278 enabling technologies for green radio project [12];
279 • the Green Terminals for next generation wireless
280 s y s t e m s( G R E E N - T )p r o j e c t[ 1 3 ] ;
281 • the GreenTouch consortium [14], whose mission is
282 to deliver the architecture, the specifications, and
283 the roadmap to increase, by 2015, the network’s
284 energy efficiency by a factor of 1000 compared to
285 the 2010 levels.
286 Furthermore, in recent press releases (e.g., IP/09/393
287 [15]), ICT players have been warmly invited to develop
288 innovative technologies in support of a greener world and
289 to make people more aware of how they use energy. In this
290 context, ‘‘Green Radio’’ constitutes a wide-ranging re-
291 search discipline that intends to cover all layers of the
292 protocol stack and various system architectures, as well as
293 to identify the fundamental tradeoffs between energy
294 efficiency and system-wide performance.
295 F. The Emerging Paradigm Shift: From SE to EE
296 The conventional response to the surge of mobile data
297 traffic is the proposal of advanced transmission technologies
298 and protocols designed for maximizing the SE. In fact, since
299 the SE is directly linked to the notion of Shannon capacity
300 [16], until recently it has been considered to be the main
301 performanceindicatorfuelingthedesignandoptimizationof
302 wireless communications systems in general and cellular
303 networks in particular. As a result, the vast majority of
304 transmission technologies and protocols used in the opera-
305 tional cellular and mobile networks have been designed by
306 taking into accountdiverse factors, such asthroughput, QoS,
307 availability,scalability,etc.,withoutpayingspecificattention
308 to the energy consumption. With this design methodology,
309 the operational cellular systems can only achieve energy
310 savings at the cost of a performance and/or throughput
311 degradation. Explicitly, it is crucial to develop power-
312 efficient, low-complexity solutions that still satisfy the target
313 QoS and throughput requirements.
314 To this end, transmission technologies and protocols
315 should be designed and optimized for next-generation
316 cellular networks by using more appropriate performance
317 indicators, which explicitly take the energy consumption
318 and the system’s complexity into account. A metric that is
319 often used to this end is the EE, which provides an
320 indication of the throughput per unit energy [16], [17].
321 When using this metric for system design, the first
322 important conclusion is that current solutions that are
323 spectral efficient turn out to be suboptimal in terms of
324 energy efficiency [16], [18]. More specifically, the EE
325 metric decreases monotonically with the throughput,
326 which leads to the conclusion that energy-efficient
327 solutions are expected to operate relatively far from the
328 Shannon capacity. This fundamental tradeoff emerges
329 even for the basic point-to-point AWGN channel, where
330 the SE versus EE tradeoff may be formulated as
331  EE ¼  SE½N0ð2 SE   1Þ 
 1 [16], [18], with N0 being the
332 receiver noise power spectral density, while  SE and  EE
333 denote the SE and the EE, respectively. This simple
334 formula highlights that the EE is monotonically decreasing
335 when increasing the SE. However, improving the EE at the
336 cost of the QoS (SE/throughput) for the end user may be
337 unacceptable in commercial networks.
338 In summary, the development of beneficial wireless
339 communications techniques striking an attractive SE
340 versus EE tradeoff for next-generation cellular networks
341 is a compelling necessity [18].
342 II. SINGLE-RF LARGE-SCALE SM–MIMO:
343 AN IDEA WHOSE TIME HAS COME
344 A. The Cellular Network of the Future
345 The traditional cellular network fails to keep pace with
346 the mobile data explosion forecasts. We need innovative
347 technologies and cellular topologies that can meet these
348 demands in an energy-efficient and sustainable manner.
349 To address this challenge, and, thereby, to maintain
350 profitability, it is crucial to develop energy-efficient
351 wireless architectures, transmissions schemes, protocols,
352 and cooperative relaying and heterogeneous network
353 solutions based on smaller cells [3], [8].
354 More specifically, competing forces, i.e., spectral
355 efficiency and throughput versus energy efficiency and
356 low complexity, are rapidly changing the topology of
357 operational cellular networks, which are undergoing a
358 major change: the migration from voice-centric, circuit-
359 switched, and centrally optimized networks toward data-
360 centric, packet-switched, and high-throughput networks
361 [ 3 ] .T h ec e l l u l a rn e t w o r ko ft h ef u t u r ew i l lb e :
362 • heterogeneous and characterized by a small-cell
363 infrastructure relying on inexpensive and low-
364 power BSs (femtocells) in order to achieve high
365 data rates [3], [8];
366 • green, by evolving from a throughput-optimized
367 scenario toward throughput- and energy-optimized
368 networks [5], [16], [18];
369 • interference aware, by exploiting (instead of
370 tolerating) interference and, thus, realizing the
371 expected benefits of small-cell-based heteroge-
372 neous networking [19];
373 • characterized by a high level of cooperation among
374 BSs and user terminals, by achieving improved
375 coverageandreducedenergyconsumptionthrough
376 relay-aided transmission, as well as an improved
377 reliability and reduced packet transmissions/
378 retransmissions through distributed diversity and
379 NC, respectively [20]–[22];
380 • relying upon new air-interface techniques and
381 physical-layer standards for increasing the EE,
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382 reducing the implementation and signal processing
383 complexity, while meeting the required SE. This
384 important issue is extensively addressed in this
385 paper.
386 The advantages of the emerging heterogeneous cellular
387 network architecture are numerous. Heterogeneity ex-
388 pands the coverage, improves the network capacity,
389 reduces the energy consumption, and enhances the link
390 reliability through a more dense deployment of low-cost
391 and low-power access points. The reason behind all these
392 potential advantages is simple: the densification of access
393 points inherently reduces the distance between the
394 network elements. Since, based on electromagnetic laws,
395 the received power falls off exponentially with the
396 transmission distance, this implies that reducing the
397 distance has a beneficial impact on both the achievable
398 capacity and on the transmission power. In addition,
399 unlike macro BSs that are usually heavily loaded most of
400 time, the femto BSs are expected to be lightly loaded,
401 which leadsto furtherreduction ofthe power consumption
402 since they will not be transmitting all the time, hence
403 facilitating sleep-mode-based operation.
404 B. A Physical-Layer Perspective
405 It is widely recognized that the two most promising
406 physical-layer standards of 4G cellular networks are the
407 mobile WiMAX release 2 based on the 802.16m-2011
408 protocol [23], [24], and, especially, LTE-A [25], [26]. The
409 power efficiency of the ICT industry in the next decade
410 will highly depend on the EE of these physical-layer
411 standards. However, at the current stage, both standards
412 may be deemed to be conceived, designed, and optimized
413 based on the SE, with limited [27] consideration of the EE
414 issues. In fact, especially at the physical layer, the primary
415 focus has been on achieving high data rates, without giving
416 much cognizance to the EE and implementation complex-
417 ity. However, this approach is no longer applicable to
418 future cellular networks.
419 Both the WiMAX and LTE-A physical-layer standards
420 heavily rely on MIMO technology for realizing their
421 achievable throughput [28], [29]. MIMO communications
422 constitute promising techniques for the design of future
423 wireless communications systems, including the 5G
424 cellular networks. In simple terms, the capacity of
425 MIMO systems is proportional to minfNt;Nrg under
426 some benign propagation conditions [29, eq. (1.17)],
427 where Nt and Nr represent the number of TAs and RAs.
428 In particular, this theoretical limit can be achieved if
429 channel side information is available at both the transmit-
430 ter and the receiver, the transmit-to-receive links are
431 s u f f i c i e n t l yi n d e p e n d e n t ,a sw e l la st h eS N Ri ss u f f i c i e n t l y
432 high. Under these favorable conditions, the throughput
433 may be increased linearly with the number of antennas. As
434 a consequence, MIMO techniques are capable of providing
435 high data rates without increasing the spectrum utilization
436 and the transmit power.
437 However, in practice, MIMO systems need a multi-
438 plicity of associated circuits, such as power amplifiers, RF
439 chains, mixers, synthesizers, filters, etc., which substan-
440 tially increase the circuit power dissipation of the BSs [5],
441 [30]–[32]. More explicitly, recent studies have clearly
442 shown that the EE gain of MIMO communications
443 increases with the number of antennas, provided that
444 only the transmit power of the BSs is taken into account
445 and their circuit power dissipation is neglected. On the
446 other hand, the EE gain of MIMO communications
447 remains modest and decreases with the number of active
448 TAs, if realistic power consumption models are considered
449 for the BSs [33]. These results highlight that the design of
450 EE–MIMO communications conceived for multiuser
451 multicell networks is a fairly open research problem,
452 where many system parameters have to be considered,
453 such as the bandwidth, the transmit power, the number of
454 active TAs/RAs, the number of active users, etc., which all
455 contribute to the fundamental transmit power versus
456 circuit power dissipation and multiplexing gain versus
457 interuser interference tradeoffs [34].
458 As a result, while the SE advantages of MIMO
459 communications are widely recognized, the EE potential
460 ofMIMO communications for cellular networks is not well
461 understood. For example, recent results have shown that,
462 under a total consumed power optimization constraint for
463 the power amplifiers, the TAs with the weakest channel
464 g a i n ss h o u l db et u r n e do f f[ 3 5 ] .T h i sa l l o w st h eB S st ot u r n
465 off the related RF chains with filters and mixers, which
466 saves additional power. Furthermore, the signal processing
467 complexity of optimal signal detection algorithms to be
468 used at the mobile terminals makes the practical
469 implementation of MIMO systems a challenge [28], [36].
470 Hence, new air-interface transmission techniques have to
471 be developed that are capable of striking an attractive
472 tradeoff between the SE and the EE, rather than aiming for
473 SE optimization only.
474 As far as the physical-layer design is concerned, radical
475 new transmission techniques have to be conceived
476 considering both EE and SE optimization.
477 C. From MIMO to SM–MIMO
478 Conventional MIMO communications take advantage
479 of all the antennas available at the transmitter by
480 simultaneously transmitting multiple data streams from
481 all of them. Thus, all TAs are active at any time instance.
482 By appropriately choosing the transmission/precoding
483 matrices, both multiplexing and transmit-diversity gains
484 can be obtained using MIMOs [28]. The reason behind this
485 choice is that simultaneously activating all TAs results in
486 SE optimization [37]. Unfortunately, this choice does not
487 lead to EE optimization [34], [37]–[39]. For example, in
488 [ 3 3 ] ,i ti ss h o w nt h a t ,u n d e rr e a l i s t i cB Sp o w e rc o n s u m p -
489 tion models, MIMO systems equipped with more than two
490 active TAs unlikely provide any total EE gains at the
491 current state of the art.
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492 Compared to baseline single-antenna transmissions,
493 MIMO communications obtain higher data rates and
494 improved error performance at the cost of:
495 • increasing the signal processing complexity at the
496 receiver, which is caused by the need for counter-
497 acting the interference imposed by simultaneously
498 transmitting many data streams;
499 • more stringent synchronization requirements
500 among the TAs to exploit the benefits of space-
501 time-coded and multiuser MIMO transmissions;
502 • multiple RF chains at the transmitter to be able to
503 simultaneously transmit many data streams, which
504 do not scale with Moore’s law and make the
505 transmitter bulky [36];
506 • independent power amplifiers for each RF chain,
507 which dissipate the majority of the power consumed
508 at the transmitter, since they are power inefficient
509 due to the stringent linearity requirements of state-
510 of-the-art phase/amplitude modulations [5].
511 These considerations imply that a major challenge of
512 next-generation MIMO-aided cellular networks is the
513 design of multiantenna transmission schemes with a limited
514 number of active RF chains aiming for reducing the com-
515 plexity, to relax the interantenna synchronization require-
516 ments,andICI,aswellasthesignal processingcomplexityat
517 the receiver, while aiming for improving the EE.
518 In this context, single-RF MIMO design is currently
519 emerging as a promising research field [36]. The
520 fundamental idea behind single-RF MIMO is to realize
521 the gains of MIMO communications, i.e., spatial multi-
522 plexing and transmit diversity, with the aid of many
523 antenna elements, of which only a few, possibly a single,
524 activated antenna elements (single-RF front–end) at the
525 transmitter at any modulation instant [40]. The rationale
526 behind the multi-RF to single-RF paradigm shift in MIMO
527 design originates from the consideration that large
528 numbers of TAs (radiating elements) may be accommo-
529 dated at the BSs (large-scale MIMO design) [41], [42],
530 especially in the emerging millimeter-wave band [43]–
531 [46], bearing in mind that the complexity and power
532 consumption/dissipation of MIMO communications are
533 mainly determined by the number of simultaneously active
534 TAs, i.e., by the number of active RF chains [40], [47].
535 Fueled by these considerations, SM has recently
536 established itself as a promising transmission concept,
537 which belongs to the single-RF [36] large-scale [41] MIMO
538 wireless systems family, while exploiting the multiple
539 antennas in a novel fashion compared to state-of-the-art
540 high-complexity and power-hungry classic MIMOs [48]. In
541 simple terms, SM can be regarded as a MIMO concept that
542 possesses a larger set of radiating elements than the
543 number of transmit electronics. SM–MIMO takes advan-
544 tage of the whole antenna array at the transmitter, while
545 using a limited number of RF chains. The main
546 distinguishing feature of SM–MIMOs is that they map
547 additional information bits onto an ‘‘SM constellation
548 diagram,’’ where each constellation element is constituted
549 by either one or a subset of antenna elements. These
550 unique characteristics facilitate high-rate MIMO imple-
551 mentations to have reduced signal processing and circuitry
552 c o m p l e x i t y ,a sw e l la sa ni m p r o v e dE E[ 4 9 ] .R e c e n t
553 analytical and simulation studies have shown that SM–
554 MIMOs have the inherent potential of outperforming
555 many state-of-the-art MIMO schemes, provided that a
556 sufficiently large number of antenna elements is available
557 at the transmitter, while just few of them are simulta-
558 neously active [50].
559 In a nutshell, the rationale behind SM–MIMO
560 communications design for spectral- and energy-efficient
561 cellular networks is centered upon two main pillars:
562 1) given the performance constraints, minimize the
563 number of active antenna elements in order to
564 increase the EE by reducing the circuit power
565 consumption at the transmitter (single-RF MIMO
566 principle);
567 2) given the implementation and size constraints,
568 maximize the number of passive antenna ele-
569 ments in order to increase both the SE and the EE
570 by reducing the transmit power consumption
571 (large-scale MIMO principle). This is realized by
572 capitalizing on the multiplexing gain introduced
573 by mapping additional bits onto the ‘‘SM constel-
574 lation diagram.’’
575 D. Paper Organization
576 This paper is intended to offer a comprehensive state-
577 of-the-art survey on SM–MIMO research, a critical
578 appraisal of its beneficial application areas and their
579 research challenges, an analysis of the technological issues
580 associated with the implementation of SM–MIMO, and,
581 finally, a description of the world’s first experimental
582 activities in this research field.
583 The remainder of this paper is divided in five
584 interlinked parts.
585 1) We commence by providing a detailed description
586 of the operating principle of SM–MIMO, the
587 analysis of its advantages and disadvantages
588 compared to state-of-the-art MIMOs, along with
589 a generalized MIMO transceiver concept, which
590 exploits SM for achieving a better spectral
591 efficiency and system performance. Furthermore,
592 a survey of the current single-RF and large-scale
593 MIMO research is provided for the sake of
594 achieving energy savings and for reducing the
595 system’s complexity. These research activities
596 corroborate the potential benefits of SM–MIMO
597 communications.
598 2) A comprehensive survey of state-of-the-art re-
599 search in the field is offered, by addressing the
600 initial research attempts commencing from 2001
601 and including the latest trends emerging from the
602 most recent achievements.
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603 3) An in-depth description of the range of potential
604 application areas for SM–MIMO communications
605 is provided, which goes beyond the physical layer
606 and encompasses green cellular networks, relay-
607 ing and network-coded cooperative networking, as
608 well as VLC.
609 4) A critical appraisal of a range of unexplored
610 application domains and open research challenges
611 for SM–MIMO research is offered, including its
612 practical implementation aspects that should be
613 addressed for industrial exploitation.
614 5) Finally, experimental activities are presented,
615 which contribute toward the implementation of
616 SM–MIMO in a testbed platform.
617 III. PART IVSM–MIMO: OPERATING
618 PRINCIPLE AND GENERALIZED
619 TRANSCEIVER DESIGN
620 A. SM–MIMO: How It Works
621 In this section, we commence by introducing the SM–
622 MIMO concept, illustrating it with the aid of some simple
623 examples. Again, we denote by Nt and Nr the number of
624 TAs and RAs, respectively. The cardinality of the signal-
625 constellation diagram is denoted by M. Either PSK or QAM
626 are considered. In general, Nt, Nr,a n dM can be chosen
627 independently of each other. At the receiver, optimum ML
628 demodulation is considered. Thus, Nr can be chosen
629 independently of Nt [28]. For ease of exposition, we
630 assume Nt ¼ 2nt and M ¼ 2m with nt and m being two
631 positive integers. In Section IV, we describe general SM–
632 MIMO encodings as well as some suboptimal (non-ML)
633 demodulation schemes.
634 In Fig. 1, the SM–MIMO concept is illustrated for
635 Nt ¼ M ¼ 2, and it is compared to the conventional SMX
636 scheme [28, Sec. II] and the OSTBC scheme designed for
637 transmit diversity [28, Sec. III]. In the latter case, the
638 Alamouti scheme is considered as an example [51].
639 1) In SMX–MIMO, two PSK/QAM symbols (S1 and
640 S2) are simultaneously transmitted from a pair of
641 TAs in a single channel use. For arbitrary Nt and
642 M,t h er a t eo fS M Xi sRSMX ¼ Nt log2ðMÞ bpcu
643 [28, Sec. II].
644 2) In OSTBC–MIMO, two PSK/QAM symbols (S1
645 and S2) are first encoded and then simultaneously
646 transmitted from a pair of TAs in two channel
647 uses. For arbitrary Nt and M,t h er a t eo fO S T B Ci s
648 ROSTBC¼Rclog2ðMÞ bpcu, where Rc¼NM=Ncu 1
649 is the rate of the space-time block code and NM is
650 the number of information symbols transmitted in
651 Ncu channel uses [28, Sec. III], [52]. If, as shown
652 in Fig. 1, the Alamouti code is chosen, then we
653 have Rc ¼ 1.
654 3) InSM–MIMO,onlyoneðS1Þoutofthetwosymbols
655 isexplicitlytransmitted, while theother symbol ðS2Þ
656 is implicitly transmitted by determining the index of
657 theactiveTAineachchanneluse.Inotherwords,in
658 SM–MIMO, the information symbols are modulat-
659 ed ontotwo information carrying units: a) one PSK/
660 QAM symbol; and b) a single active TA via an
661 information-driven antenna-switching mechanism.
662 For arbitrary Nt and M, the rate of SM is RSM ¼
663 log2ðMÞþlog2ðNtÞ bpcu [48], [53].
664 In Figs. 2 and 3, the encoding mechanism of SM–
665 MIMO is illustrated for Nt ¼ M ¼ 4 by considering two
666 generic channel uses, where the concept of ‘‘SM or spatial-
667 constellation diagram’’ is also introduced. The rate of this
668 MIMO setup is RSM ¼ log2ðMÞþlog2ðNtÞ¼ 4b p c u ,
669 hence the encoder processes the information bits in blocks
670 of four bits each. In the first channel use shown in Fig. 2,
671 the block of bits to be encoded is ‘‘1100.’’ The first
672 log2ðNtÞ¼2 bits, ‘‘11,’’ determine the single active TA
Fig. 1. Illustration of three MIMO concepts: (a) spatial multiplexing;
(b) transmit diversity; and (c) SM.
Fig. 2. Illustration of the 3-D encoding of SM (first channel use).
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673 ðTX3Þ, while the second log2ðMÞ¼ 2 bits, ‘‘00,’’
674 determine the transmitted PSK/QAM symbol. Likewise,
675 in the second channel use shown in Fig. 3, the block of bits
676 to be encoded is ‘‘0001.’’ The first log2ðNtÞ¼2 bits, ‘‘00,’’
677 determine the single active TA ðTX0Þ, while the second
678 log2ðMÞ¼2 bits, ‘‘01,’’ determine the transmitted PSK/
679 QAM symbol.
680 T h ei l l u s t r a t i o n ss h o w ni nF i g s .2a n d3h i g h l i g h tap a i r
681 of unique characteristics of SM–MIMO.
682 1) The activated TA may change every channel use
683 according to the input information bits. Thus, TA
684 s w i t c h i n gi sa ne f f e c t i v ew a yo fm a p p i n gt h e
685 information bits to TA indices and of increasing
686 the transmission rate. It is worth mentioning here
687 that the idea of increasing the rate of wireless
688 communications using TA switching has been
689 alluded in pioneering MIMO papers under the
690 conceptof ‘‘spatial cycling using one transmitterat
691 at i m e ’ ’[ 5 4 ,p .3 1 7 ] .
692 2) The information bits are modulated onto a 3-D
693 constellation diagram, which generalizes the
694 known 2-D (complex) signal-constellation dia-
695 gram ofPSK/QAM modulation schemes. The third
696 dimension is provided by the antenna array,
697 w h e r es o m eo ft h eb i t sa r em a p p e dt ot h eT A s .
698 In SM–MIMO research, this third dimension is
699 termed the ‘‘spatial-constellation diagram’’ [48].
700 In simple mathematical terms, the signal model of SM–
701 MIMO, assuming a frequency-flat channel model, is as
702 follows:
y ¼ Hx þ n (1)
703 where y 2 C
Nr 1 is the complex received vector;
704 H 2 C
Nr Nt is the complex channel matrix; n 2 C
Nr 1 is
705 t h ec o m p l e xA W G Na tt h er e c e i v e r ;a n dx ¼ es 2 C
Nt 1
706 is the complex modulated vector with s 2M C
1 1
707 being the complex (scalar) PSK/QAM modulated symbol
708 belonging to the signal-constellation diagram and e 2A
709 beingtheNt   1 vectorbelongingtothespatial-constellation
710 diagram A as follows:
et ¼
1; if the tth TA is active
0; if the tth TA is not active
 
(2)
711 where et is the tth entry of e for t ¼ 1;2;...;Nt.I no t h e r
712 words, the points (Nt-dimensional vectors) of the spatial-
713 constellation diagram are the Nt unit vectors of the natural
714 basis of the Nt-dimensional Euclidean space.
715 If Nt ¼ 1, SM–MIMO reduces to conventional single-
716 antenna communications, where the information bits are
717 encoded only onto the signal-constellation diagram. In this
718 case,the rate is R0 ¼ log2ðMÞ. On theother hand,ifM ¼ 1
719 the information is encoded only onto the spatial-constella-
720 tiondiagrambyprovidingarateequaltoRSSK ¼ log2ðNtÞ.In
721 the literature, this transmission scheme is known as SSK
722 modulation [55], which is detailed in Section IV. In
723 particular, SSK modulation is a MIMO scheme, where data
724 transmission takes place only through the information-
725 driven TA switching mechanism. It is apparent that SM–
726 MIMO can be viewed as the combination of single-antenna
727 PSK/QAM and SSK–MIMO modulations.
728 B. SM–MIMO: Why It Works
729 From Section III-A, we have learned that the funda-
730 mental operational principle of SM–MIMO relies on
731 transmitting part of the information bits via an implicit
732 information-driven antenna-switching mechanism. In this
733 section, we provide some insights on how the receiver
734 becomes capable of retrieving the information bits
735 encoded into the TA indices. This, in fact, showcases the
736 underlying ‘‘essence’’ that equips SM–MIMO with its
737 innate properties. Let us consider Figs. 4–6, which
738 illustrate the bit-to-symbol mapping and the transmission
739 process through the communication channel as well as the
Fig. 3. Illustration of the 3-D encoding of SM (second channel use).
Fig.4.SM–MIMO:Whyitworks(encoding).Reproducedfrom[48]with
permission.
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740 decoding process of SM–MIMO transmission, respective-
741 l y .F i g .4i ss i m i l a rt oF i g s .2a n d3 ,b u tNt ¼ 4a n dM ¼ 2
742 are considered for ease of illustration. Let ‘‘101’’ be the
743 triplet of bits at the input of the SM modulator. Then, the
744 TA element TX2 is activated and the ‘‘ 1’’ PSK bit is
745 transmitted from it.
746 T h es i g n a le m i t t e db yt h ea c t i v eT At h e nt r a v e r s e s
747 through a generic wireless channel, whose channel
748 impulse responses are illustrated in Fig. 5. Owing to the
749 different spatial locations occupied by the TAs in the
750 antenna array, the signal transmitted by the active TA
751 experiences different propagation conditions due to the
752 different interacting environmental objects along any
753 transmitter-to-receiver wireless links. As such, the same
754 ‘‘ 1’’ PSK symbol emitted by the TA element TX2 travels
755 through a communication channel, which introduces a
756 specific ‘‘channel signature or fingerprint,’’ i.e., the
757 channel impulse response, that makes it unique compared
758 to the same symbol emitted by any other TAs. This
759 constitutes the fundamental essence of SM–MIMO: the
760 more different the channel signatures/fingerprints are
761 from each other, the simpler it becomes to distinguish the
762 signals at the receiver. In the sequel AQ1 , we refer to this
763 condition as ‘‘favorable propagation conditions.’’ In simple
764 terms, the communication channel maybe deemed to play,
765 especially for SSK–MIMO, the role of a ‘‘modulation unit,’’
766 where the channel impulse responses are the actual
767 messages being transmitted.
768 At the receiver, the demodulation unit exploits the
769 unique fingerprint introduced by the wireless channel for
770 retrieving the information bits. This is illustrated in Fig. 6,
771 where a coherent demodulation scheme based on the
772 minimum Euclidean distance is considered [56]. The
773 receiver is assumed to be aware of the Nt channel impulse
774 responses, however the actual channel impulse response
775 that is received in each channel use depends on the index
776 of the active TA. The demodulator performs an exhaustive
777 search among all the possible combinations of channel
778 impulse responses and modulation symbols, and makes a
779 decision in favor of the hypothesis associated with the
780 lowest Euclidean distance. In a nutshell, due to the
781 information-driven antenna-switching mechanism of SM–
782 MIMO transmission, the Nt channel impulse responses
783 become part of the search space of the hypothesis-testing
784 problem solved by the receiver. Based on the estimated
785 channel impulse response, the demodulator is capable of
786 retrieving the information bits associated with it. In
787 summary, the essence of SM–MIMO transmission is all
788 about exploiting the TA-specific property of the wireless
789 channel, i.e., the uniqueness of each transmit-to-receive
790 wireless link, for data communication.
791 C. Potential Advantages and Disadvantages
792 of SM–MIMO
793 In the light of the encoding principle described in
794 Section III-A, SM–MIMO provides the following potential
795 advantages compared to state-of-the-art MIMO commu-
796 nications.
797 • Higher throughput. Thanks to the 3-D constellation
798 diagram and to the introduction of the spatial
799 constellation, the SE of SM–MIMO is higher than
800 that of single-antenna and OSTBC–MIMO trans-
801 mission. This improved SE (MIMO gain) translates
802 into the reduction of the RF output power [28].
803 • Simplerreceiverdesign.SinceonlyasingleTAisactive
804 in every channel use, SM–MIMO is not affected by
805 ICI,henceitprovidesML-optimumperformanceata
806 single-stream decoding complexity [56].
807 • Simpler transmitter design. Due to the single TA
808 transmission, SM–MIMO can be implemented by
809 using a single active RF chain and many inactivated
810 TAs, which is inexpensive and easy to deploy [36].
811 Thus, the employment of multiple expensive and
812 bulky power amplifiers, RF filters/mixers, analog-
813 to-digital converters, and RF coaxial cables can be
814 avoided. For example, the typical RF coaxial cables
815 used in current tower-mounted BSs are more than
816 four centimeters in diameter [42].
817 • Lower transmit power supply. Since the multiplexing
818 gain is achieved by a single-RF source, SM–MIMO
Fig.5. SM–MIMO:Whyitworks(communicationchannel).Reproduced
from [48] with permission.
Fig.6. SM–MIMO:Whyitworks(decoding).Reproducedfrom[48]with
permission.
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819 reduces the total consumed power required for the
820 same RF output power. In particular, the power
821 dissipation is independent of the number of TAs.
822 This results in EE gains, especially for low/medium
823 and medium/high SEs [33].
824 • Better efficiency of the power amplifiers. The power
825 efficiency of current power amplifiers decreases
826 when increasing the linearity requirements of the
827 modulation scheme (e.g., QAM) [5]. Recent
828 results have shown that SM–MIMO associated
829 with constant-envelope modulation (e.g., PSK
830 modulation) is capable of providing similar or
831 even better performance than amplitude modula-
832 tion schemes (e.g., QAM) [57]. The reduced
833 linearity requirements of constant-envelope mod-
834 ulation increase the efficiency of power amplifiers,
835 which, in turn, reduce the total power consump-
836 tion of the transmitters [5]. This power efficiency
837 can be further improved if SSK modulation is used.
838 These important advantages of SM–MIMO introduce,
839 however, some fundamental tradeoffs.
840 • SE suboptimality. S i n c es o m eT Ae l e m e n t sr e m a i n
841 inactive in every channel use, SM–MIMO offers a
842 lower throughput than SMX–MIMO.In particular,
843 RSMX increases linearly with Nt,w h i l eRSM
844 increases logarithmically with Nt.T h i si m p l i e s
845 that SM–MIMO requires a larger number of TA
846 elements for achieving the same SE as capacity-
847 achieving SMX–MIMO communications. This
848 potential disadvantage may, however, be offset by
849 the emerging large-scale MIMO and millimeter-
850 wave cellular communications paradigms [41]–[46],
851 which foresee the future employment of compact
852 transmitters and receivers having hundreds of TA
853 elements.Forexample,inthe28-GHz band,thesize
854 of a 12   4 ¼ 48 horn antenna array occupies only
855 11.66 cm   6.81 cm in area [45]. In this context,
856 however, important practical issues, such as the
857 training overhead for channel estimation and
858 feedback for large-scale MIMO implementations
859 and the need for directional beamforming gains for
860 application to millimeter-wave frequencies, need to
861 becarefullyinvestigated,asdescribedinthissection.
862 • Fast antenna switching. Due to its specific encoding
863 mechanism, in SM–MIMO, the active TA changes
864 in every channel use. As a consequence, a single-
865 RF implementation needs a sufficiently fast RF
866 switch operating at the symbol rate that introduces
867 low insertion/switching losses. Thus, high-speed
868 RF switches constitute a critical part of the
869 transmitter design. Fortunately, several examples
870 of RF switches capable of switching at nanosecond
871 or even at subnanosecond speeds with low
872 insertion loss and with good isolation properties
873 a r ea v a i l a b l ei nt h el i t e r a t u r ef o raw i d er a n g eo f
874 frequency bands [58]–[61].
875 • Time-limitedpulse shaping.Theoperationalwireless
876 communication standards require the transmitted
877 signals to obey a well-defined spectral mask. More
878 specifically, the transmitted signals are usually
879 designedtohaveaflatspectruminthetransmission
880 band for improving the energy efficiency, as well as
881 a fast rolloff in order to reduce the out-off-band
882 interference and to enhance the associated coexis-
883 tence capabilities. To this end, appropriate shaping
884 filters have to be used before transmission.
885 Commonly adopted shaping filters satisfy the
886 Nyquist criterion, thus they are bandwidth limited
887 and hence have an infinite-duration impulse
888 response. On the other hand, the SM–MIMO
889 encoding based on a symbol-time switching mech-
890 anism is better suited for time-limited pulse shapes
891 [55],whichresultsinabandwidthexpansion.Thus,
892 in SM–MIMO systems, pulse shaping should be
893 realized with the objective of striking a good
894 tradeoff between a limited time duration and a
895 practical bandwidth occupancy in order to ease the
896 implementationoftheswitchingmechanism,while
897 meeting the practical coexistence requirements.
898 Fortunately, various methods are available in the
899 literature for generating practical time- and band-
900 width-limited pulse-shaping filters [62].
901 • Favorable propagation conditions. The efficiency of
902 SM–MIMO communications depends on the radio
903 environment, which is termed in the large-scale
904 MIMO literature as favorable propagation [63].
905 Briefly, this implies that the channel impulse
906 responses of the transmit-to-receive links are suffi-
907 ciently different from each other [48]. In fact, the
908 channel impulse responses represent the unique
909 points/signatures of the spatial-constellation dia-
910 gram,whichimpliesthatthemoredifferenttheyare,
911 theeasierforthedemodulatortodistinguishthemis.
912 ThisleadstoanimprovederrorperformanceandEE.
913 As a consequence, the lack of scattering in the
914 propagation environment may result in a poor error
915 probability and EE. However, adequate transmit
916 preprocessing, such as orthogonal pulse shaping, is
917 capable of alleviating these problems [64]. Further-
918 more, the routinely encountered practical design
919 issuesofconventionalMIMOcommunications,such
920 as RF power imbalance, may no longer be a serious
921 problem in SM–MIMO, since they in fact assist in
922 making the channel impulse responses more differ-
923 ent from each other [66].
924 • Training overhead. The achievable throughput of
925 SM–MIMO systems with a single RF chain
926 increases logarithmically with the number of TAs.
927 Furthermore, even though conventional SM–
928 MIMO schemes are open loop and do not need
929 the knowledge of the CSIT, the receiver still needs
930 toestimatethechannelimpulseresponsesofallthe
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931 TAs for ML-optimum demodulation. As a conse-
932 quence, large-scale SM–MIMO implementations
933 may incur in a nonnegligible training overhead for
934 channel estimation. Moreover, the constraint (for
935 complexity reduction and EE improvement) on a
936 l i m i t e dn u m b e ro fR Fc h a i n sm a yi n c r e a s ef u r t h e r
937 thetrainingoverhead,sincethechannelgainsofall
938 the TAs cannot be estimated simultaneously. The
939 assessment of the potential gains of SM–MIMO
940 schemes compared to conventional MIMO
941 schemes need to accurately take into account this
942 training overhead [65]. If closed-loop SM–MIMO
943 schemes are considered (see Section IV-B), the
944 feedback overhead for CSIT reporting needs to be
945 takenintoaccountaswell.Theseimportantaspects
946 for the design of SM–MIMO systems are discussed
947 in Section IV-F and I, and more in detail in
948 Section VI-B.
949 • Directional beamforming. To achieve the same
950 throughput as conventional SMX–MIMO systems
951 with a reduced number of RF chains, SM–MIMO
952 systems need large-scale implementations with
953 tens/hundreds of TAs. The emerging millimeter-
954 wave frequency band for cellular communications
955 offers the opportunity of compactly packing many
956 TAsatboththetransmitterandthereceiver,thanks
957 to the decrease in wavelength. Thus, SM–MIMO
958 communications may be deemed to be suitable for
959 application to millimeter-wave frequencies. In this
960 frequencyband,however,directionalbeamforming
961 is a compelling necessity in order to overcome the
962 higher pathloss and the higher noise level com-
963 pared to the frequency bands currently used by
964 operational cellular systems. As a consequence, for
965 applicationtothemillimeter-wave frequencyband,
966 SM–MIMO systems need to simultaneously pro-
967 vide a multiplexing gain and a directional beam-
968 forming gain, while retaining their low-complexity
969 implementation. This important issue is discussed
970 in detail in Section VI-D.
971 D. Generalized MIMO Transceiver Based on SM
972 The ratification of widely accepted new wireless
973 communication standards is typically based on years of
974 research by standardization bodies. In that regard, SM–
975 MIMO is a new concept, which would require major
976 changes in the state-of-the-art air-interface standards, such
977 as the LTE-A standard, where, at most, eight and four
978 antenna ports are available at the BS and at the mobile
979 terminal, respectively [26]. However, we believe that SM–
980 MIMO should not necessarily be considered as a
981 competing MIMO technique in the LTE-A standard, but,
982 rather, as an enhancement toward spectral- and energy-
983 efficient 5G cellular networks.
984 To put forth this view, in this section, we introduce a
985 generalized MIMO transceiver based on the SM principle,
986 a n dw es h o wt h a ti tm a yb eh a r m o n i z e dw i t ht h e
987 fundamental transmission modes of the LTE-A standard.
988 Morespecifically,by‘‘switchingoff’’thespatial-constellation
989 diagram,theproposedSM–MIMOtransceiverreducestothe
990 LTE-Aspace-time-codedtransmission.Ontheotherhand,by
991 ‘‘switching on’’ the spatial-constellation diagram, we can
992 improve the throughput, the error performance, and/or the
993 power efficiency without imposing and excessive complexity
994 to the transmitter and to the receiver. The interested reader
995 can find further details about this generalized SM–MIMO
996 transceiver in [50].
997 1) Signal Model: Consider a generic MIMO system
998 associated with Nt and Nr antenna elements at the
999 transmitter and at the receiver, respectively. Transmission
1000 occurs over a frame duration of Ns time slots. The time-slot
1001 duration is denoted by Ts.The channel is assumedto be flat
1002 fading and the complex path gain from the tth TA to the rth
1003 RA is denoted by Hr;t. These path gains are collected in an
1004 ðNr   NtÞ-element matrix denoted by H.T h ew i r e l e s s
1005 channel is assumed to be quasi-static during the transmis-
1006 sion frame, so that the path gains remain constant over Ns
1007 time slots, while they change independently from one
1008 transmission frame to another.
1009 The following notation is used. Matrices and column
1010 vectors are shown in boldface uppercase and lowercase
1011 letters, respectively. The ith entry of vector x is denoted by
1012 xi. The ði;jÞth entry of matrix X is denoted by Xi;j. Trans-
1013 pose, Hermitian, complex conjugate, and square absolute
1014 values are denoted by ð Þ
T, ð Þ
H, ð Þ
 , and j j
2, respectively.
1015 TheFrobeniusnormisdenotedbyk k F.Thecardinalityofa
1016 set is denoted by cardf g. The operator x   y ¼ modðx  
1017 1;yÞþ1 is introduced, where x and y are positive integer
1018 numbers and modð ; Þ is the remainder operator.
1019 The signal received at the rth RA and at the sth time
1020 slot is given in ððs   1ÞTs     G sTsÞ
zs;rð Þ
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ES
að Þ kk
2
F
s
P Nt
t¼1
  X
ð Þ
s;t ðMÞHr;twtð Þ
hi
þ ns;rð Þ; if að Þ        2
F6¼ 0
ns;rð Þ; if að Þ        2
F¼ 0
8
> > > > > > <
> > > > > > :
(3)
1021 w h e r ew eh a v ed e f i n e d
X
ð Þ
s;t ðMÞ¼a
ð Þ
t Ms;t N ðMÞ
¼
0; if a
ð Þ
t ¼ 0
Ms;t N ðMÞ; if a
ð Þ
t ¼ 1
(
(4)
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1022 and að Þ is an ðNt   1Þ-element vector whose t-entry is
1023 a
ð Þ
t 2f 0;1g.I ti d e n t i f i e st h eT A st h a ta r ea c t i v eo v e rt h e
1024 frame duration of Ns time slots. The number of active
1025 antennas in að Þ is equal to the number of its nonzero
1026 entries, i.e., N  ¼k að Þk
2
F. The ensemble of vectors að Þ is
1027 the spatial-constellation diagram, which is denoted by
1028 A¼f að Þj  ¼ 1;2;...;Ag,w h e r eA ¼ cardfAg. Mð Þ
1029 is the Ns   N  transmission matrix of a mother space-time
1030 code, which uses the N  a c t i v eT A so v e rt h ef r a m e
1031 duration of Ns time slots. The entries of MðMÞ contain
1032 specific linear combinations of the entries of M ¼½  1;
1033  2;...;  NM 
T, where each element of M is a multilevel
1034 amplitude- and phase-modulated complex symbol, e.g.,
1035 PSK/QAM, and NM is the number of information symbols
1036 transmitted from the N  active TAs over the frame
1037 duration of Ns time slots [28], [51], [52]. The set M of
1038 M ¼ cardfMg complex symbols is the signal-constella-
1039 tion diagram, where  m 2Mfor m ¼ 1;2;...;NM. wtð Þ
1040 is the shaping filter at the tth TA before transmission. The
1041 shaping filters are assumed to be real-valued functions
1042 with unit energy and a finite duration, which is equal to
1043 t h et i m es l o tTs. ES denotes the average transmitted energy
1044 per time slot (channel use), and the normalization by
1045 kað Þk
2
F ensures the total energy constraint is obeyed by
1046 the active TAs. Since no channel state information is
1047 considered at the transmitter, ES is equally split among the
1048 active TAs. ns;rð Þ i st h eA W G Na tt h ei n p u to ft h erth RA
1049 and at the sth time slot. The noise samples are circularly
1050 symmetric complex Gaussian random variables with zero
1051 mean and variance N0 per real dimension, after filtering
1052 with wtð Þ. The noise samples across the RAs and time slots
1053 are assumed to be independent.
1054 2) SM–MIMO TMs: As an illustrative example, two
1055 specific transmission modes are depicted in Fig. 7.
1056 1) In TM1 (SSK-like transmission [55]), the infor-
1057 mation bits are conveyed only via the spatial-
1058 constellation diagram. Accordingly, M ¼ 1a n d ,
1059 thus, M is a degenerate set. In this case, N  for
1060   ¼ 1;2;...;A can assume all possible values in
1061 the range 0   N    Nt,a n d ,t h u s ,ad i f f e r e n t
1062 number of TAs can be active over different frames.
1063 This offers a flexible tradeoff between SE and EE
1064 by judiciously choosing the number of RF chains.
1065 As mentioned in Section III-C, neglecting the
1066 signal-constellation diagram for data modulation
1067 reduces the achievable peak throughput, but it can
1068 significantly simplify the design and can increase
1069 the efficiency of the power amplifiers thanks to
1070 the constant-envelope nature of SSK–MIMO
1071 communications.
1072 2) In TM2 (SM-like transmission [53]), the infor-
1073 mation bits are conveyed via both the spatial- and
1074 signal-constellation diagrams. In this case, it is
1075 convenient to restrict the choice of the spatial-
1076 constellation diagram to having elements, að Þ,
1077 with the same number of nonzero entries, i.e.,
1078 N  ¼ N    for   ¼ 1;2;...;A and 1   N      Nt.
1079 This assumption is useful for two main reasons:
1080 a) it allows SM–MIMO to use a single mother
1081 space-time code, which is a reasonable choice for
1082 simplifying the system design and optimization;
1083 a n db )i ta l l o w sS M – M I M Ot ot r a n s m i taf i x e d
1084 number of bits per frame, which simplifies
1085 demodulation at the receiver. The setup associ-
1086 ated with N    ¼ 0 is not considered, since this
1087 w o u l dl e a dt od e c o d i n ga m b i g u i t i e so ft h es i g n a l -
1088 constellation diagram when no TA is active. On
1089 the other hand, the setup associated with N    ¼ Nt
1090 is a degenerate case, since it corresponds to A ¼ 1
1091 and, thus, data cannot be modulated onto the
1092 spatial-constellation diagram. In this case, SM–
1093 MIMO in (3) reduces to conventional MIMO
1094 communications. This highlights the backward
1095 compatibility of SM–MIMO communications:
1096 SM–MIMO reduces to standardized MIMO by
1097 neglecting the excess (inactive) TA elements. It is
1098 important to note that equipping conventional
1099 MIMO schemes with the SM functionality comes
Fig. 7. Example of spatially modulated space-time-coded MIMO
encoder with (a) log2ðAÞ and (b) log2ðAÞþNM log2ðMÞ information bits
at its input. The setup shown in (a) is an example of TM1 (SSK-like
transmission), and the setup shown in (b) is an example of TM2
(SM-like transmission). In particular, we have: Nt ¼ 4, N  ¼ 2, and
NM ¼ 0i n( a )a n dN M ¼ 2i n( b ) ;N s ¼ 1i n( a )a n dN s ¼ 2 in (b);
log2ðAÞ¼1; A¼f ½ 0;0;1;1 
T;½1;1;0;0 
Tg with the bit-to-symbol
mapping ’007!að1Þ ¼½ 1;1;0;0 
T and ’107!að2Þ ¼½ 0;0;1;1 
T; and Mð Þ
is the Alamouti code [51], i.e., M11ðMÞ¼ 1, M12ðMÞ¼ 2, M21ðMÞ¼    
2,
M22ðMÞ¼  
1 in (b). Reproduced from [50] with permission.
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1100 at a moderate cost since only passive TA elements
1101 andafastRFswitchareneeded.Thus,SM–MIMO
1102 is much less invasive and may be deemed to
1103 require less time-to-market than other single-RF
1104 [36] and large-scale [63] MIMO solutions.
1105 3) Encoding Algorithm: Given the transmission model in
1106 (3), the encoding at the transmitter can be summarized as
1107 follows. The information bits are processed in blocks of
1108 log2ðAÞþNM log2ðMÞ bits, where NM ¼ 0f o rT M 1a n d
1109 NM   1f o rT M 2 .log2ðAÞ b i t sa r eu s e dt oc h o o s eav e c t o r
1110 að Þ 2A of the spatial-constellation diagram. Further-
1111 more, NM log2ðMÞ bits are used to choose NM complex
1112 symbols,ð 1 2M ;  2 2M ;...;  NM 2M Þ ,ofthesignal-
1113 constellation diagram. These complex symbols are simul-
1114 taneously transmitted from the N  active TAs over Ns time
1115 slots according to the mother space-time code chosen. On
1116 the other hand, the symbol að Þ of the spatial-constellation
1117 diagram does not change over a frame. The active TAs are
1118 kept the same for a frame duration. From one frame to
1119 another, the active TAs change according to the incoming
1120 log2ðAÞ bits and to the spatial-constellation diagram.
1121 Since Ns time slots are used to transmit log2ðAÞþ
1122 NM log2ðMÞ bits, the system’s rate is R ¼ð log2ðAÞþ
1123 NM log2ðMÞÞ=Ns bpcu. In TM2, even though it is clear that
1124 OSTBCs have a normalized rateof NM=Ns   1, if the spatial-
1125 constellation diagram is a nondegenerate set, i.e., we
1126 have A > 1, then the normalized rate~ R ¼ R=log2ðMÞ¼
1127 log2ðAÞ=½Ns log2ðMÞ  þ ðNM=NsÞ can be higher than one.
1128 Likewise, SM–MIMO is capable of offering rates higher
1129 than spatial-multiplexing MIMO with the same number of
1130 active RF chains. In fact, if we have NM ¼ N    and Ns ¼ 1,
1131 then RSM ¼ log2ðAÞþN    log2ðMÞ bpcu and RSMX ¼
1132 N    log2ðMÞ bpcu. In summary, high-rate MIMO systems
1133 can be designed by appropriately configuring the spatial-
1134 constellation diagram and the number of RF sources.
1135 In particular, the proposed spatially modulated space-
1136 time-coded generalized SM–MIMO system subsumes
1137 several multiple-antenna schemes. For example, assuming
1138 wtð Þ¼w0ð Þ for t ¼ 1;2;...;Nt,w eh a v e :
1139 1) inTM2,ifA ¼ 1,i.e.,Aisadegenerateset,then(3)
1140 reduces to a conventional space-time-coded MIMO
1141 system with a rate of R ¼ð NM=NsÞlog2ðMÞ bpcu
1142 [51], [52];
1143 2) inTM2,ifA ¼ 1,i.e.,Aisadegenerateset,Ns ¼ 1,
1144 NM ¼ N   , and Mð Þ contains NM ¼ N    indepen-
1145 dent symbols, then (3) reduces to a conventional
1146 spatial-multiplexing MIMO system associated with
1147 independently encoded streams and a rate of
1148 R ¼ N    log2ðMÞ bpcu [29, Sec. 2.2.3];
1149 3) in TM2, if Ns ¼ 1, NM ¼ 1, and N  ¼ 1f o re v e r y
1150 að Þ 2A , then (3) reduces to SM with a rate of
1151 R ¼ log2ðNtÞþlog2ðMÞ bpcu [53];
1152 4) in TM1, if Ns ¼ 1a n dN  ¼ 1f o re v e r yað Þ 2A ,
1153 then (1) reduces to SSK modulation with a rate of
1154 R ¼ log2ðNtÞ bpcu [55].
1155 Several other design options are also possible, when
1156 appropriately choosing the spatial-constellation diagram.
1157 These advanced encoding schemes are introduced and
1158 discussed in Section IV-B. Finally, it is worth mentioning
1159 that an important component of the generalized SM–
1160 MIMO in (3) is the adoption of the shaping filters wtð Þ for
1161 t ¼ 1;2;...;Nt. The adequate choice of these filters is
1162 essential for providing a wide range of multiplexing-
1163 diversity gains at a low (single-stream) signal processing
1164 decoding complexity. Further information is available in
1165 [ 5 0 ,T a b l eI ]a n di nS e c t i o nI V - E ,w h e r ev a r i o u st r a n s m i t -
1166 diversity schemes designed for SM–MIMO are discussed.
1167 4) ML-Optimum Decoding: Assuming that perfect
1168 synchronization and channel state information are avail-
1169 a b l ea tt h er e c e i v e r ,t h eM L - o p t i m u md e c o d i n gr u l eo f
1170 SM–MIMO formulated in (3) is given in
ð^  ; ^ MÞ
¼ argmin
að~  Þ2A;~ M¼½~  12M;~  22M;...;~  M2M 
T
  Lð~  ; ~ MÞ¼
X Ns
s¼1
X Nr
r¼1
Z sTs
ðs 1ÞTs
zs;rð Þ ~ zs;rð Þ
       2d 
8
> <
> :
9
> =
> ;
(5)
~ zs;rð Þ
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ES
að~  Þ kk
2
F
s
P Nt
t¼1
 X
ð~  Þ
s;t ð~ MÞHr;twt   ðs 1ÞTs ðÞ
hi
; if að~  Þ        2
F6¼0
0; if að~  Þ        2
F¼0
8
> > > > > > <
> > > > > > :
(6)
1171 where Xð~  Þð~ MÞ is the hypothesis at the receiver, which is
1172 defined as the ðNs   NtÞ-element matrix whose ðs;tÞth
1173 entry is X
ð~  Þ
s;t ð~ MÞ;a n dð^  ; ^ MÞ is the pair of estimated
1174 symbols belonging to the spatial and classic signal-
1175 constellation diagrams.
1176 A brute-force implementation of the decoder charac-
1177 terized in (5) needs the computation of AM
NM hypotheses
1178 [decision metrics Lð ; Þ]. Thus, as expected, the complex-
1179 ity of a brute-force search is exponential with the number
1180 of information symbols/streams NM. The interested reader
1181 i sr e f e r r e dt o[ 5 0 ,S e c .I V ]a n dt oS e c t i o nI V - Ef o rs o m e
1182 sufficient conditions of choosing spatial-constellation
1183 diagram and shaping filters for ML-optimum single-stream
1184 demodulation. Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that
1185 for those setups for which the SM–MIMO scheme of (3)
1186 reduces to conventional MIMOs, e.g., OSTBCs, the
1187 decoder formulated in (5) can be simplified and ML-
1188 optimum single-stream decoding can be obtained [67].
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1189 Finally, we close this section by exploring Figs. 8 and 9,
1190 which are reproduced from [50] with permission. These
1191 figures compare the proposed generalized SM–MIMO
1192 transceiver having a single-stream decoding complexity to
1193 many state-of-the-art MIMO schemes relaying, in general,
1194 on multistream decoding complexity. The figures clearly
1195 show the potential performance gain of SM–MIMO,
1196 despite its low decoding complexity.
1197 E. SM–MIMO and Its Relatives: Single-RF and
1198 Large-Scale MIMO Research
1199 As stated in Section II-C, SM–MIMO judiciously
1200 combines,withtheintroductionofthespatial-constellation
1201 diagram,theadvantagesof twopromising fieldsof research
1202 in multiantenna communications: single-RF and large-
1203 scale MIMO design. In this section, we intend to deepen
1204 the connection of SM–MIMO and single-RF/large-scale
1205 MIMO research with a twofold objective. 1) On the one
1206 hand, we wish to highlight that, in recent years, many
1207 solutions have been proposed independently with the aim
1208 of simplifying the design of MIMO communications. We
1209 believe that this trend reinforces the potential impact of
1210 SM–MIMO research in the context of next-generation
1211 wireless systems. 2) On the other hand, we wish to
1212 harmonize the efforts of independent research for a more
1213 fruitful cross fertilization of ideas and results. We believe
1214 that this may contribute to a more synergic effort toward
1215 the development of a new air interface, which is capable of
1216 offering a flexible tradeoff among EE, SE, error probability,
1217 and complexity.
1218 The following MIMO communications paradigms are
1219 some notable examples ofclose relativesof the SM–MIMO
1220 principle.
1221 • BSs with a variable number of TAs. Limiting the
1222 number of active RF chains forthe sake of reducing
1223 the power consumption of BSs has been actively
1224 discussed within 3GPP standardization bodies. In
1225 particular, power amplifier switching methods
1226 have been proposed in [68]. The main idea is to
1227 enable the BSs to use only a subset of the available
1228 TAs in order to reduce the power consumption.
1229 SM–MIMO shares the same principle, but it still
1230 exploits the inactive TA elements either for better
1231 SE or for reducing the RF output power.
Fig. 9. Comparison with state-of-the-art MIMO for R ¼ 6b p c ua n d
Nr ¼ 4. The figure shows the ABEP, obtained via Monte Carlo
simulations, against ES=N0 for independent fading channels. The
following state-of-the-art MIMO schemes are considered: SIMO [28],
Spatial-Mux [29], OSTBC [52], Golden Code [78], DSTTD [79], and
STBC-SM [80]. Further details about simulations setup and notation
are available in [50]. Reproduced from [50] with permission.
Fig. 8. Comparison with state-of-the-art MIMO for R ¼ 6b p c ua n d
Nr ¼ 2. The figure shows the ABEP, obtained via Monte Carlo
simulations, against ES=N0 for independent fading channels. The
following state-of-the-art MIMO schemes are considered: SIMO [28],
Spatial-Mux [29], OSTBC [52], Golden Code [78], DSTTD [79], and
STBC-SM [80]. Further details about simulations setup and notation
are available in [50]. Reproduced from [50] with permission.
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1232 • Parasitic single-RF MIMO. New multiple-antenna
1233 designs based on compact parasitic architectures
1234 have been proposed for achieving multiplexing
1235 gains with the aid of a single active RF source and
1236 many passive TA elements. The key idea is to
1237 change the radiation pattern of the antenna array
1238 at symbol rate and to encode independent infor-
1239 mation streams onto the angular variations of the
1240 far field in the wave-vector domain [40], [69].
1241 Recently, parasitic MIMO systems have been
1242 implemented and tested in indoor environments
1243 [70], [71]. SM–MIMO shares the single-RF struc-
1244 ture of parasitic MIMOs but the information is
1245 encoded onto the TA switching mechanism, rather
1246 than onto the radiation pattern of the antenna
1247 array.
1248 • Incremental single-RF MIMO.N e wM I M Os c h e m e s
1249 jointly combining multiple-antenna transmission
1250 and the ARQ feedback have been proposed to avoid
1251 keeping all available antennas active. The main
1252 idea is to achieve MIMO gains with the aid of a
1253 single-RF chain and a single power amplifier, as
1254 well as to reduce encoding and decoding complex-
1255 ity. In particular, in [72], Hesami and Laneman
1256 propose a scheme that reduces the system com-
1257 plexity by having a single active antenna at a time,
1258 but exploiting the ARQ feedback flag to randomly
1259 cycle through the available TAs in case of incorrect
1260 data reception. The SM–MIMO philosophy is
1261 motivated by the same low-complexity implemen-
1262 tation principle, but SM–MIMO has the benefit of
1263 being an open-loop scheme, while the incremental
1264 single-RF MIMO is a closed-loop scheme using
1265 ARQ feedback.
1266 • ASM. New directional modulation schemes have
1267 been proposed for MMB systems to enable secure
1268 and low-complexity wireless communications. The
1269 main concept is to develop modulation schemes
1270 that randomize the transmitted symbols received
1271 by eavesdroppers, while facilitating the reception
1272 o ft h ei n t e n d e du s e r s .I np a r t i c u l a r ,i n[ 7 3 ] ,
1273 Valliappan et al. introduce an antenna-level
1274 modulation technique that eliminates convention-
1275 al baseband circuitry and takes advantage of the
1276 full antenna array with the need for a limited
1277 number of RF chains. The idea is to modulate the
1278 radiation pattern at symbol rate by driving only a
1279 subset of TAs in the array. While randomly
1280 switching antenna subsets does not affect the
1281 symbol modulation for a desired receiver along
1282 the main direction, it effectively randomizes the
1283 amplitude and phase of the received symbol for an
1284 eavesdropper along a sidelobe. SM–MIMO shares
1285 many of the benefits of ASM [73], but it targets
1286 higher rates rather than secure communications.
1287 Furthermore, ASM exploits directional beamform-
1288 i n gt oo v e r c o m et h ep a t hl o s s ,t h ea t m o s p h e r i c
1289 absorption, and the high noise levels observed at
1290 millimeter-wave frequencies, while state-of-the-art
1291 SM–MIMO schemes are not designed to provide
1292 beamforming gains. Finally, similar to SM–MIMO,
1293 ASM advocates the adoption of constant-envelope
1294 transmit signals in order to minimize the linearity
1295 requirements ofthe power amplifiersand toenable
1296 high power efficiency by operating near the
1297 saturation region.
1298 • Low-complexity precoding for millimeter-wave com-
1299 munications. In MMB system design, the cost of
1300 implementing one RF chain for every TA can be
1301 prohibitive [47]. For this reason, analog baseband
1302 beamforming or RF beamforming with one or a
1303 few RF chains can be a promising alternative for
1304 low-complexity solutions. In particular, in [74] and
1305 [75] (and references therein), El Ayach et al.
1306 propose low-complexity hybrid RF/baseband pre-
1307 coding schemes where large antenna arrays are
1308 driven by a limited number of transmit/receive RF
1309 chains. At the transmitter, for example, precoding
1310 is split in two parts: first a digital baseband
1311 precoding is applied by assuming a limited number
1312 of RF chains and, then, a constrained RF precoding
1313 is implemented by using simple RF phase shifters.
1314 SM–MIMO can be a viable low-complexity mod-
1315 ulation scheme for MMB systems for two main
1316 reasons: 1) it reduces the number of RF chains
1317 compared to conventional MIMOs; and 2) it
1318 increases the throughput by capitalizing on the
1319 benefits of large antenna arrays that can be packed
1320 compactly at both the transmitter and the receiver
1321 due to the decrease in wavelength. However, the
1322 application of SM–MIMO to millimeter-wave
1323 f r e q u e n c i e si sn o tw i t h o u tc h a l l e n g e s .I nf a c t ,
1324 state-of-the-art SM–MIMO schemes provide lim-
1325 ited beamforming gains, which, on the other hand,
1326 are essential in these frequency bands. Thus,
1327 enhanced SM–MIMO schemes, jointly providing
1328 multiplexing and beamforming gains, are needed
1329 for application to millimeter-wave frequencies.
1330 • Large-scale (massive) MIMO. Large-scale MIMO is
1331 an emerging technology, where BSs with hundreds
1332 of antennas serve a few mobile terminals per
1333 channel use [41]. The main idea behind large-scale
1334 MIMO is to reap all the benefits of conventional
1335 MIMO, but on a much greater scale [42]. SM
1336 belongs to the family of large-scale MIMO systems,
1337 since it needs sufficiently large antenna arrays to
1338 provide high multiplexing gains. However, SM–
1339 MIMO is implemented with far fewer RF chains
1340 than the number of available TAs in order to
1341 reduce the system complexity and to improve the
1342 EE. As a consequence, in SM–MIMO, the number
1343 of data streams that can be simultaneously
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1344 transmitted is smaller than in conventional large-
1345 scale MIMOs, since it is limited by the number of
1346 RF chains. Accordingly, the peak throughput of
1347 large-scale MIMOs is expected to be higher than in
1348 SM–MIMO. However, SM–MIMO may trade off
1349 this SE suboptimality by avoiding two fundamental
1350 problems in large-scale MIMO research [63, Sec. 5]:
1351 1) internal power consumption/dissipation; and
1352 2) economy of scale and low-cost hardware design.
1353 In fact, as stated in Section III-C, SM–MIMO
1354 reduces both the transmit power and the circuit
1355 power consumption, as well as the number of
1356 hardware components since only a few RF chains
1357 are needed. In that regard, SM–MIMO offers a
1358 fundamental SE versus EE/complexity tradeoff,
1359 which can be optimized by judiciously choosing the
1360 number of active TA elements to meet the desired
1361 QoS requirements [76], [77].
1362 IV. PART IIVSM–MIMO: A
1363 COMPREHENSIVE SURVEY
1364 A. Historical Perspective
1365 Although SM–MIMO has received widespread atten-
1366 tion from the research community only in the last four or
1367 five years (about 11 papers were available in the open
1368 technical literature in 2008), it is a 13-year old technology.
1369 In this section, we briefly describe the history of SM–
1370 MIMO research with a focus on some pioneering papers,
1371 where the concept of SM is first proposed and studied.
1372 From this short glimpse into the historical development of
1373 SM–MIMO, it is evident that during the years 2001–2008
1374 various researchers independently developed transmission
1375 concepts closely related to the SM–MIMO scheme
1376 described in Section III-A, which were nicknamed with
1377 different acronyms.
1378 The ‘‘space modulation’’ principle appeared for the first
1379 time in 2001 [81]. The scheme is called SSK modulation
1380 and it exploits the differences in the signals received from
1381 different TAs to discriminate the transmitted information
1382 messages. In [81], a two-antenna MIMO setup providing
1383 1-bpcu transmission is investigated. The information bits
1384 a r ee n c o d e db yk e e p i n go n eT Aa c t i v ea l lt h et i m e ,w h i l e
1385 activating the second TA only for one of the two possible
1386 information bits. The authors also propose a two-antenna
1387 MIMO setup that combines spatial and 2-PSK modula-
1388 tions, thus providing 2-bpcu transmission. The scheme
1389 employs 2-PSK modulation, when the TAs are active.
1390 A year later in 2002, in [82], Haas et al. proposed a
1391 multiantenna modulation scheme, where the number of
1392 bits that is equal to that of the TA elements is multiplexed
1393 inanorthogonalfashion.Aspecialpropertyoftheencoding
1394 scheme is that only one out of the available TAs is active in
1395 every channel use. The scheme is developed for 2-PSK
1396 modulation and some bits are used as parity checks. The
1397 authorsshowthatitprovidesthesamespectralefficiencyas
1398 8-PSK, but with a better error probability.
1399 Two years later in 2004, in [83], Song et al. proposed a
1400 modulation scheme termed as ‘‘channel hopping tech-
1401 nique,’’ which is exactly what is known today as SM–
1402 M I M O .T h ei d e ai sp o r t r a y e di n[ 8 3 ,F i g .1 ] ,a n di tf o r e s e e s
1403 the transmission of two information streams: the first is
1404 explicitly transmitted by using conventional PSK/QAM
1405 and the second is implicitly transmitted by activating a
1406 single TA of the available antenna array.
1407 In 2005, Mesleh et al. [84] independently proposed the
1408 same modulation scheme as in [83]. The main motivation
1409 behind [84] is to develop an ICI-free multiantenna
1410 modulation scheme, which is realized by activating one
1411 TA in every channel use and by encoding some informa-
1412 tion bits using the TA switching process. The authors also
1413 show that the proposed scheme significantly relaxes the
1414 signal processing complexity at the receiver.
1415 In 2006, the same authors further investigated the
1416 scheme proposed in [84], and they used for the first time
1417 the terminology of ‘‘spatial modulation’’ to identify this
1418 encoding mechanism [85]–[88].
1419 T w oy e a r sl a t e ri n2 0 0 8 ,v a r i o u sp a p e r sw e r ep u b l i s h e d
1420 by improving and further investigating the SM–MIMO
1421 concepts presented in the previous years. In [89], the
1422 authors move from [83] and study the channel capacity. In
1423 this paper, the parlance of IGCH is coined. It is shown that
1424 IGCH provides better spectral efficiencies than OSTBCs.
1425 In [53], the SM–MIMO concept introduced in [84]–[88]
1426 is comprehensively studied by using a low-complexity two-
1427 step demodulator. This paper shows the potential
1428 advantages of SM–MIMO compared to state-of-the-art
1429 spatial-multiplexing and Alamouti schemes. In [56],
1430 Jeganathan et al. develop the ML-optimum demodulator
1431 for SM–MIMO, and they show that some performance
1432 improvementscanbeexpectedcomparedtothesuboptimal
1433 demodulator introduced in [53]. In [55], the SM–MIMO
1434 scheme is simplified by generalizing the SSK concept
1435 originally proposed in [81] to arbitrary numbers of TAs. In
1436 particular, only the spatial-constellation diagram is used to
1437 transmit information bits. This encoding scheme is today
1438 known as SSK–MIMO. In [90], a framework is introduced
1439 fortheperformanceanalysisofSM–MIMObyusingresults
1440 from ordered statistics. In [91], Jeganathan et al. extend
1441 [55] by allowing more than one TA to be active in every
1442 channel use and by encoding the information bits onto
1443 various combinations of multiple active TAs. They show
1444 that for the same number of TA elements the rate can be
1445 improvedatthecostofincreasingthenumberofRFchains,
1446 while tolerating some performance loss. This modulation
1447 scheme is referred to as GSSK.
1448 We conclude this glimpse into the history of SM–MIMO
1449 by mentioning that the first (and only available) survey
1450 papers on theSM conceptwere published inDecember2011
1451 and in mid 2012 in [48] and [92], respectively. On the
1452 other hand, the world’s first measurement campaign and
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1453 experimental testbed substantiating the benefits of the SM
1454 principle in realistic outdoor and indoor propagation
1455 environments appeared in May 2013 in [93] and [94],
1456 respectively.
1457 B. Transmitter Design
1458 At the time of writing, more and more modulation
1459 schemes emerge with a focus on exploiting either a single
1460 TA index or combinations of TA indices to convey data. All
1461 these schemes are generalizations of the solutions in [53],
1462 [55],and[91]anddiscussedinSectionIV-A.Theystrike,in
1463 general, a tradeoff between the achievable rate, the system
1464 performance,theencoding/decodingcomplexity,aswellas
1465 the number of active RF chains and, thus, the overall EE.
1466 For example, let us again denote by Nt the number of TA
1467 elementsatthetransmitter,byNRF thenumberofavailable
1468 RF chains, and by M the signal modulation order. Recall
1469 from Section III that the rate is R ¼ log2ðNtÞþlog2ðMÞ
1470 bpcu for SM–MIMO and R ¼ log2ðNtÞ bpcu for SSK–
1471 MIMO, respectively. Furthermore, in both cases, we have
1472 NRF ¼ 1. On the other hand, the GSSK–MIMO scheme
1473 proposed in [91] encodes the information bits onto com-
1474 binationsofmultipleactiveTAs.Thishenceresultsinarate
1475 equal to R ¼b log2ðNcombÞc bpcu, where b c is the floor
1476 function and Ncomb ¼ Nt
NRF
  
with  
 
  
denoting the binomial
1477 coefficient. Thus, at the cost of increasing the number of RF
1478 chains, GSSK–MIMO provides higher rates than SSK–
1479 MIMO. However, this encoding scheme still preserves the
1480 ICI-free advantage even though more than one TAs are
1481 active. In general, the choice of the spatial-constellation
1482 diagram is not unique in GSSK–MIMO, and it can be
1483 optimized in order to minimize the error probability [91].
1484 Inspired by [53], [55], and [91], various encoding mechan-
1485 isms, link-adaptation schemes, and transmit-preprocessing
1486 solutions have been proposed [95]–[142].
1487 In [102] and [104], the authors combine the SM–
1488 MIMO and GSSK–MIMO concepts to further improve the
1489 achievable spectral efficiency. The proposed modulation
1490 scheme is termed as GSM–MIMO. The main idea is to
1491 modulate the information bits onto both the signal-
1492 constellation diagram and combinations of multiple active
1493 TAs. The price to pay is a higher decoding complexity, but
1494 the ICI-free transmission is still preserved.
1495 In [114] and [141], the authors propose some encoding
1496 schemes, where the number of active TAs can be different
1497 in different channel uses. The modulation proposed in
1498 [114] is SSK-like, hence no signal modulation is used. On
1499 the other hand, both the signal- and spatial-constellation
1500 d i a g r a m sa r eu s e di n[ 1 4 1 ] .H o w e v e r ,t h eI C Ii sa v o i d e di n
1501 both cases, since a single point of the signal-constellation
1502 diagram is transmitted in every channel use. By allowing a
1503 variable number of TAs to be active, the rate can be
1504 significantly increased. For example, by assuming that the
1505 number of active TAs can span the whole range
1506 0   NRF   Nt, the SSK-like modulation schemes of [114]
1507 and [141] can offer a rate equal to R ¼ Nt bpcu, which
1508 shows that the rate no longer increases logarithmically but
1509 linearly with Nt. By adding the signal-constellation
1510 diagram [141], higher rates can be obtained. The main
1511 drawback of these schemes is that, in order to achieve
1512 these peak rates, the transmitter must be equipped with a
1513 number of RF chains that is equal to NRF ¼ Nt.T h i s
1514 implies that a more modest reduction of the static power
1515 consumption is expected [30]. Furthermore, the encoding
1516 and decoding complexities are increased. In [118], SM–
1517 MIMO is combined with spatial multiplexing for further
1518 increasing the rate at the cost of increasing the decoding
1519 complexity. The main idea is to allow the transmission of
1520 multiplesymbolsofthesignal-constellationdiagramduring
1521 t h es a m ec h a n n e lu s e ,a n d ,a tt h es a m et i m e ,t oe n c o d e
1522 some bits onto the indices of the active TAs. The main
1523 advantage of this transmission scheme is its increased rate
1524 achieved at the cost of adding ICI. In [138], it has been
1525 recently shown that, given Nt,a no p t i m a ln u m b e ro fR F
1526 chains may exist that maximize the rate, while obeying
1527 NRF G Nt.
1528 The encoding schemes of [53] and [55] require that the
1529 n u m b e ro fT A si sap o w e ro ft w o .T h i sr e s t r i c t i o nc a nb e
1530 avoided by using the generalized SSK/SM-like modulation
1531 schemes of [91] and [102]. However, the price to pay is the
1532 need for multiple active TAs, and, thus, RF chains. In [98],
1533 this problem is avoided by introducing a non-integer-based
1534 encoding mechanism, which relies on the application of
1535 modulus conversion to achieve fractional bit rates. The
1536 main drawback of this solution is the presence of an error
1537 propagation effect. This issue is solved in [105] by
1538 proposing a bit padding method. The idea is to map
1539 different bit lengthsontothe indices of the TAsand thento
1540 use padding techniques for avoiding error propagation.
1541 This approach can be used for arbitrary numbers of TAs
1542 without error propagation.
1543 As mentioned in Section III-C, SM–MIMO requires
1544 the impulse responses of the transmit-to-receive links to be
1545 sufficiently different from each other for the sake of low
1546 demodulation error probability. For example, in the
1547 presence of spatial correlation, the channel impulse
1548 responses may be too similar to each other to guarantee
1549 a good detection performance. In [100] and [111], an
1550 encoding mechanism based on TCM is proposed for
1551 reducing the impact of channel correlation on the system’s
1552 performance. The proposed scheme is termed as TCSM. In
1553 particular, TCM is used in conjunction with SM to
1554 partition the TAs into subsets by maximizing the spacing
1555 between TAs of the same subset. In this approach, only the
1556 specific information bits that determine the TA index are
1557 convolutionally encoded. The main advantage of this
1558 encoding is that it offers better performance in correlated
1559 channels. However, it does not provide any error
1560 probability advantage in uncorrelated channel conditions,
1561 compared to uncoded SM–MIMO. This limitation is
1562 circumvented in [111], where Basar et al. propose a
1563 different TCM-based method, which benefits from the
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1564 advantages of trellis coding in both uncorrelated and
1565 correlated fading channels.
1566 Recently, various encoding methods have been pro-
1567 posed that aim for improving the performance of SM–
1568 M I M Ob ye x p l o i t i n gC S I T .I n[ 9 6 ] ,H a n d t eet al.
1569 generalize SM–MIMO by proposing an encoding scheme,
1570 where a beamforming vector is chosen from a given
1571 codebook based on the bits to be transmitted, rather than a
1572 single TA. The optimal precoding matrix is chosen by
1573 minimizing the average error probability, which depends
1574 on the CSIT. The authors show a promising performance
1575 improvement, which is achieved at the cost of activating
1576 multiple TAs.In [99], Di Renzo and Haassolve the optimal
1577 power allocation problem for SSK–MIMO with two TAs.
1578 They show that if the average CSIT knowledge is available,
1579 the optimal transmission scheme results in an on–off
1580 encoding, where the transmit power should be chosen as a
1581 function of the power imbalance ratio and correlation
1582 coefficient of the wireless links. In [140], the system model
1583 of [96] and [99] is generalized and the optimal constel-
1584 lation design associated with instantaneous CSIT knowl-
1585 edge is solved for general MIMO setups. The authors
1586 consider both perfect and imperfect CSIT, and solutions
1587 with one and many active TAs are studied. Substantial
1588 performance gains are obtained compared to the CSIT-
1589 unaware scenario. In [110] and [128], link-adaptive
1590 solutions are introduced and studied. In particular, in
1591 [128], Yanget al. study transmission modes for SM–MIMO
1592 communications where, given a specific constraint on the
1593 desired rate, various modulation orders and number of
1594 active TAs can be chosen. Diverse solutions are proposed
1595 in order to trade off the feedback overhead against the
1596 performance gain. Overall, the authors show a significant
1597 improvement in the system performance.
1598 To further improve the performance of SM–MIMO,
1599 various transmit-preprocessing schemes are proposed in
1600 [107], [119], and [121]. In contrast to the SM–MIMO and
1601 SSK–MIMO schemes, which carry information using the
1602 indices of the TAs and assume the availability of channel
1603 state information at the receiver (CSIR), these papers
1604 propose to encode the information bits onto the indices of
1605 t h eR A sa n da s s u m eC S I T .T ot h i se n d ,p r e c o d i n g /
1606 beamforming matrices are designed by using CSIT in
1607 order to focus all the transmit power onto a single RA in
1608 every channel use. The first paper proposing the idea is
1609 [107], and Yang shows that the proposed scheme may
1610 provide a better performance than open-loop schemes. In
1611 [119], the proposal of [107] is further generalized by
1612 assuming imperfect CSIT and two new precoders are
1613 p ro p o s ed .I n[ 1 2 1 ],t hes c h em ei ss t u d i edi nt h ep r e s en c eo f
1614 frequency-selective fading channels, and it is shown that
1615 the larger the number of TAs the better the performance.
1616 The main limitation of these schemes is the need for a
1617 l a r g en u m b e ro fT A sa n dR Fc h a i n sc o m p a r e dt ot h es m a l l
1618 number of RAs. In fact, the multiplexing gain depends on
1619 the number of RAs.
1620 Inspired by the SM–MIMO principle, Sugiura et al.
1621 [103], [106] propose an encoding scheme based on a
1622 dispersion matrix approach. In particular, rather than
1623 mapping the information bits onto TA indices, the
1624 dispersion matrix approach of [103] spreads the bits with
1625 the aid of space-time-domain matrices, which are appro-
1626 priately optimized to provide the desired performance.
1627 The authors show that the dispersion matrices can be
1628 chosen in order to satisfy a specific ICI constraint at the
1629 receiver to facilitate ML-optimum single-stream detection.
1630 Furthermore, they show that either multiple TAs or a
1631 single active TA can be accommodated by trading off
1632 performance against complexity. If the transmission spans
1633 more than one time slot, the authors show that transmit-
1634 diversity gains can also be achieved. The adoption of the
1635 dispersion matrix approach requires the appropriate
1636 design of spreading matrices with specific characteristics
1637 in order to provide the desired performance. In [103], a
1638 Monte-Carlo-simulation-based random search algorithm is
1639 employed for the sake of simplicity. However, due to the
1640 l a r g en u m b e ro fp a r a m e t e r st ob eo p t i m i z e d ,t h e
1641 computational complexity can be quite high. For this
1642 reason, more recently, various authorshave proposed more
1643 efficient approaches for the construction of such matrices
1644 [143]–[149]. Specifically, in [143], the coding gain is used
1645 as the metric to be maximized, while maintaining the
1646 diversity order. In [145], genetic algorithms are proposed
1647 in order to efficiently guide the random search algorithm
1648 through the associated large design space. In [147], the
1649 dispersion matrices are jointly designed with the signal
1650 constellation, by allowing a substantial reduction of the
1651 computational complexity. In [149], a systematic approach
1652 is proposed for the design of the dispersion matrices,
1653 which does not require any numerical search and it is
1654 applicable to MIMO systems with more than three TAs.
1655 The dispersion matrices provide a second-order transmit
1656 diversity.
1657 C. Receiver Design
1658 The demodulation algorithm originally proposed in
1659 [53] for estimating both the active TA index and the
1660 transmitted symbol from the signal-constellation diagram
1661 is based on a two-step approach: 1) first, the TA-index is
1662 estimated; and 2) then, based on the estimated active TA,
1663 the signal-constellation symbol is demodulated. This
1664 approach offers low-complexity demodulation. However,
1665 it is suboptimum and it is affected by a high sensitivity to
1666 demodulating the TA index. To overcome these limita-
1667 tions, in [56], Jeganathan et al. propose the ML-optimum
1668 demodulator that jointly decodes both the TA index and
1669 the transmitted symbol. Recently, various demodulation
1670 schemes have been proposed with the main objective of
1671 attaining near ML-optimum performance at a low demod-
1672 ulation complexity [150]–[170].
1673 In [155], Younis et al. advocate low-complexity
1674 demodulation schemes based on the SD principle. Two
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1675 SDs, namely the Rx-SD and Tx-SD, are proposed, which
1676 aim for reducing the search space of the number of RAs
1677 and TAs, respectively. Via a proper choice of the
1678 parameters, it is shown that both demodulators provide a
1679 substantial reduction of the computational complexity,
1680 while retaining the same performance as ML-optimum
1681 decoding. Simulation resultsshowthat no SDissuperior to
1682 each other and for every MIMO setup, but the best SD to
1683 choose depends on the number of TAs and RAs, as well as
1684 o nt h er e c e i v e dS N R .T h er u l eo ft h u m bi st h a tt h eR x - S D
1685 is more suited for low spectral efficiencies, while the Tx-
1686 SD is the best choice for high spectral efficiencies. The SDs
1687 are useful for arbitrary numbers of TAs and RAs. Similar
1688 SDs have been recently proposed in [159] for SM–MIMO.
1689 In [162], Rajashekar and Hari propose an ML-optimum
1690 demodulator for SM–MIMO, whose complexity is inde-
1691 pendent of the size of the signal-constellation diagram.
1692 The solution is applicable to either square or rectangular
1693 lattice constellations, such as QAM. The idea is to perform
1694 hard limiting directly on the received signal without the
1695 need for searching through the signal-constellation dia-
1696 gram. The demodulator is applicable to general MIMO
1697 setups associated with a single active TA. Furthermore, the
1698 authors combine the proposed hard-limiting demodulator
1699 with SD in order to further reduce the complexity of
1700 demodulating the spatial-constellation diagram.
1701 In [165], Yu et al. conceive a low-complexity demod-
1702 ulator for SSK–MIMO systems based on the CS principle
1703 [171], [172]. The idea is especially suitable for large-scale
1704 MIMO implementations with a very large number of TAs,
1705 while only a few of them are active in each channel use.
1706 The idea originates from the observation that for these
1707 MIMO setups the transmission vector of SSK–MIMO is
1708 sparse, i.e., there are many zero entries that correspond to
1709 the inactive TA elements. Thus, sparse signal processing
1710 methods based on CS can be exploited. For example,
1711 demodulation can be performed by minimizing the 1-norm
1712 and by applying the OMP algorithm [173]. The authors
1713 show that the performance can be significantly reduced at
1714 t h ec o s to fs o m ep e r f o r m a n c ed e g r a d a t i o n .T h ek e y
1715 parameter to be carefully chosen in order to strike a
1716 flexible tradeoff between performance and complexity is
1717 the number of RAs: the larger the number of RAs, the
1718 better the performance.
1719 The two-step MF-based and ML-optimum demodula-
1720 tors introduced in [53] and [56] cater for two extreme
1721 situations: the first demodulator offers a low computa-
1722 tional complexity, while the second offers the best
1723 performance. Recently, various demodulators have been
1724 proposed for striking the right tradeoff between these two
1725 extremes. In [154], Sugiura et al. propose two improved
1726 v e r s i o n so ft h eM F - b a s e dd e m o d u l a t o ro f[ 5 3 ] :t h eE M F
1727 and NMF detectors. Both detectors provide better
1728 performance than the conventional MF detector. In
1729 particular, the EMF demodulator offers a better perfor-
1730 mance than the NMF demodulator at the cost of increasing
1731 the signal processing complexity. More recently, in [161],
1732 Yang et al. further improve the solutions proposed in [154]
1733 by carefully choosing a design parameter, i.e., the number
1734 of most probable TA indices that can trade off performance
1735 against signal processing complexity.
1736 The reason behind the performance difference be-
1737 tween the two-step and the ML-optimum demodulation in
1738 [53] and [56], respectively, originates from the fact that
1739 even though the TA-index and PSK/QAM symbol are
1740 encoded independently in SM–MIMO, they fade together
1741 during transmission through the channel. As a conse-
1742 quence, any attempt of demodulating them independently
1743 results in a nonnegligible performance loss. To overcome
1744 this limitation, while dispensing the receiver with the
1745 signal processing complexity of ML-optimum demodula-
1746 t i o n ,i n[ 1 6 9 ] ,X uet al. develop a decoding algorithm that
1747 allows separate decoding of the spatial- and signal-
1748 constellation diagrams, while taking into account their
1749 correlation.Theauthorsproposebothhard-andsoft-decision
1750 solutions, and they show that the optimal performance can
1751 still be retained, despite its low demodulation complexity.
1752 D. Error Performance and Capacity Analysis Over
1753 Fading Channels
1754 Being a new modulation concept conceived for MIMO
1755 communications, the performance of SM–MIMO has been
1756 studied extensively in the last few years [53], [55], [56],
1757 [64], [66], [90], [96], [174]–[193]. The main goal has been
1758 fourfold: 1) to understand the impact of wireless
1759 propagation on the end-to-end error probability and
1760 achievable rate; 2) to identify those propagation scenarios,
1761 wheretheadoptionofSM–MIMOisasuitablechoice;3)to
1762 provideguidelinesfornewsystemdesignsandtransmission
1763 conceptsbasedontheSM–MIMOprinciple;and4)toshed
1764 light on the fundamental properties such as the achievable
1765 diversity order.
1766 The first attempts to study the performance of SM–
1767 MIMO were reported in [90], which were later general-
1768 ized and extended in [53]. Therein, the authors use
1769 ordered statistics to propose a framework that computes
1770 the error probability of the two-step demodulator of [53]
1771 for transmission over Rayleigh fading channels. The
1772 framework is semianalytical and requires the calculation
1773 of some integrals. This framework is generalized in [175]
1774 for transmission over Nakagami-m fading channels.
1775 In [55] and [56], Jeganathan et al. propose a framework
1776 for studying the performance of the ML-optimum demod-
1777 ulator for transmission over Rayleigh fading channels. In
1778 particular, the framework of [55] is applicable to SSK-like
1779 modulation schemes, while the framework of [56] is
1780 applicable to SM-like schemes associated with a real-
1781 valued signal-constellation diagram. These frameworks
1782 highlight that the error probability of SM–MIMO depends
1783 on the Euclidean distance of pairs of channel impulse
1784 responses, as well as that SM–MIMO may exploit the
1785 receive diversity better than conventional single-antenna
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1786 communications. Furthermore, the diversity order is
1787 shown to be equal to the number of RAs regardless of
1788 the number of TAs.
1789 In [96], Handte et al. propose a general framework for
1790 studying the performance of SM–MIMO for transmission
1791 over correlated Rician fading channels. They use random
1792 matrix theory for computing the pairwise error probability
1793 and then exploit the union-bound-based method for
1794 evaluating the error probability. The framework is
1795 applicable to general signal-constellation diagrams. The
1796 main insight of this framework is that SM–MIMO is
1797 unable to achieve any transmit-diversity gain even though
1798 multiple TAs are simultaneously activated. A similar result
1799 is obtained in [178] for various SM–MIMO schemes.
1800 Therein, some initial solutions are provided for achieving
1801 transmit diversity. These results motivated many research-
1802 ers to propose improved SM–MIMO schemes providing
1803 both receive and transmit diversities, as described in
1804 Section IV-E.
1805 In [55], [100], and [177], the authors study the
1806 performance of channel-coded SM–MIMO communica-
1807 tions. In particular, in [55], BICM-aided schemes are
1808 studied. The authors show that the achievable diversity is
1809 still independent of the number of TAs, but it depends on
1810 the number of RAs and on the Hamming weight of the
1811 code. In [100] and [177], the authors study the perfor-
1812 mance of TCSM using hard-decision Viterbi decoding. The
1813 mathematical framework is applicable to convolutional
1814 coding, and it exploits the augmented transfer function
1815 method for performance analysis. As such, it is applicable
1816 to general convolutional codes. The analysis reveals that
1817 the diversity order of TCSM depends on the free distance
1818 of the convolutional code adopted.
1819 In[64],[66],and[182],acomprehensivemathematical
1820 framework is introduced to study the performance of SSK–
1821 MIMOcommunicationsfortransmissionoverNakagami-m
1822 and Rician correlated fading channels. The fundamental
1823 performance trends of SSK–MIMO systems are unveiled.
1824 More specifically, the following performance trends are
1825 derived analytically. 1) The error probability improves if
1826 t h e r ei sp o w e ri m b a l a n c ea m o n gt h eT A s .T h i sr e s u l t
1827 originates from the fact that the error probability depends
1828 on the difference between pairs of channel impulse
1829 responses. This outcome has been recently exploited for
1830 developing optimal power allocation schemes for perfor-
1831 mance improvement [99], [140]. 2) The error probability
1832 over identically distributed fading channels in the absence
1833 of power imbalance typically degrades if the channel
1834 correlation increases. This result is expected since the
1835 channel impulse responses are similar to each other and
1836 hence demodulation becomes less reliable. 3) On the other
1837 hand, for transmission over nonidentically distributed
1838 fading channels subject to power imbalance, the error
1839 probability may improve in the presence of channel
1840 c o r r e l a t i o n .M o r es p e c i f i c a l l y ,t h et r e n dd e p e n d so nh o w
1841 deep the channel fluctuations are. In general, the less deep
1842 is the fading, the better is the performance. The intuitive
1843 reasonbehindthistrendisthatpowerimbalancemakesthe
1844 channel impulse responses different from each other and
1845 that random channel fluctuations reduce the Euclidean
1846 distance. 4) Over Rician fading channels, the performance
1847 ofSSK–MIMOdegradeswhenincreasingtheRicianfactor.
1848 This behavior is in contrast to conventional modulation
1849 schemes transmitting over Rician fading, where the higher
1850 the Rician factor the better the performance. The reason
1851 behind this trend is that the higher the Rician factor, the
1852 less different the channel impulse responses, thus the
1853 worse the error probability. 5) Over Nakagami-m fading
1854 channels, the diversity order is independent of the fading
1855 severity m. Once again, this result is different from the
1856 trends in conventional modulation, where the diversity
1857 order linearly increases with m. These results clearly show
1858 that some channels are more suitable than others for SSK–
1859 MIMO communications, and that improved schemes may
1860 be needed for counteracting the impact of adverse fading
1861 conditions.
1862 In [57], the study of [64], [66], and [182] is extended to
1863 SM–MIMO communications over generalized fading
1864 channels. The proposed framework is conveniently
1865 formulated as the summation of three terms: the first
1866 depending on the signal-constellation diagram only; the
1867 second depending on the spatial-constellation diagram
1868 only; and the third being a function of both constellation
1869 diagrams. This desired-form analytical formulation unveils
1870 the following fundamental performance trends: 1) SM–
1871 MIMO has the inherent potential of providing a better
1872 performance than single-antenna communications if the
1873 required throughput is greater than 2 bpcu and at least two
1874 antennas are available at the receiver; 2) the larger the
1875 number of TAs, the higher the gain compared to single-
1876 antenna communications; 3) the diversity order for
1877 transmission over Rician fading is determined by the
1878 number of RAs Nr, while it is equal to minfNr;mNrg for
1879 transmission over Nakagami-m fading; this result shows
1880 that for fading channels that are less severe than Rayleigh
1881 fading ðm > 1Þ, SM–MIMO offers a more modest diversity
1882 order than single-antenna systems; on the other hand, it
1883 provides a higher diversity order and thus a better
1884 performance for more severe fading channels
1885 ð0:5   m G 1Þ; and 4) the adoption of PSK modulation
1886 for the signal-constellation diagram may provide a better
1887 performance than QAM for diverse MIMO setups. This
1888 outcome is in contrast to conventional modulation
1889 schemes, where QAM is always superior to PSK modula-
1890 tion. This finding is important because it brings to our
1891 attention that constant-envelope modulation may be a
1892 suitable choice for SM–MIMO communications since it
1893 may offer an improved power efficiency and a reduced
1894 complexity, while mitigating the linearity requirements of
1895 the power amplifiers [5], without any performance deg-
1896 radation compared to amplitude modulation schemes. The
1897 beneficial impact of using constant-envelope modulation is
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1898 a topic of current research interest in the context of large-
1899 s c a l eM I M Od e s i g na i m i n ga tr e d u c i n gt h ei m p l e m e n t a -
1900 tion complexity and at improving the EE [194], [195].
1901 Overall, the main outcome of [57] is that, for a given
1902 throughput in bpcu, the optimal size of signal- and spatial-
1903 constellation diagrams should be chosen as a function of
1904 the channel characteristics. For example, if m   1, more
1905 bits should be modulated on the signal-constellation
1906 diagram in order to exploit the benign fading of the
1907 channel. On the other hand, if m   1, more bits should be
1908 modulated onto the spatial-constellation diagram in order
1909 to improve both the coding and diversity gains. Some
1910 results concerning this optimization and adaptive trans-
1911 ceiver design are available in [132].
1912 In addition to the error probability, many authors have
1913 focused their attention on investigating the information-
1914 theoretic limits of SM–MIMO communications, by
1915 considering both data and secrecy capacity performance
1916 metrics. In [190], Yang and Jiao compute the channel
1917 capacity of SM–MIMO for Gaussian input signals. The
1918 capacity is expressed as the summation of two terms,
1919 which account for both signal- and spatial-constellation
1920 diagrams. The authors highlight that the channel capacity
1921 is almost the same as that of the transmission concept
1922 known as ‘‘spatial cycling using one transmitter at a time’’
1923 [54, p. 317]. Accordingly, they show that the information-
1924 theoretic capacity is higher than that of single-antenna
1925 communications and STBCs equipped with more than two
1926 TAs. In [191] and [192], Sinanovic et al. focus their
1927 attention to the secrecy rate of SM–MIMO systems in the
1928 presence of an eavesdropper. The analysis in [191] shows
1929 that the outage secrecy capacity of SM can be better than
1930 that of its single-antenna counterpart. In particular, the
1931 gains increase upon increasing the number of TAs.
1932 Furthermore, in [192], the effect of the constellation size
1933 i si n v e s t i g a t e d .I ti ss h o w nt h a ti t se f f e c td e p e n d so nt h e
1934 values of both the desired user’s and on the eavesdropper’s
1935 SNRs. For a low eavesdropper SNR, smaller constellations
1936 perform better than larger ones for most of the SNR range,
1937 while for a high eavesdropper SNR, larger constellations
1938 provide larger secrecy capacities. Finally, evolving from
1939 [107], in [193], advanced transmit-preprocessing methods
1940 are conceived for physical-layer security based on SM–
1941 MIMO transmission. The authors develop three approaches
1942 for designing preprocessing weights, including channel
1943 diagonalization, eigenvalue-based decomposition, and gen-
1944 eralized SM. It is shown that they can strike different
1945 tradeoffs between the achievable performance and security.
1946 Overall, these results show that SM–MIMO is indeed
1947 capable of improving both the spectral efficiency and the
1948 secrecy rate, thanks to its unique transmission principle.
1949 E. Transmit-Diversity and Space-Time-Coded
1950 Transmission
1951 As mentioned in Section IV-D, the performance
1952 analysis of SM–MIMO for transmission over various
1953 fading channel models has revealed that no transmit-
1954 diversity gains can be expected [96]. This result has
1955 motivated researchers to investigate new encoding me-
1956 chanisms that are capable of improving the performance
1957 with the aid of transmit diversity, while still guaranteeing
1958 low-complexity single-stream demodulation [50], [64],
1959 [80], [103], [106], [178], [196]–[207].
1960 In [80], Basar et al. combine the SM–MIMO concept
1961 with the Alamouti code [51] for the sake of proposing a
1962 modulation scheme that can take advantage of the
1963 multiplexing gain of SM and the second-order diversity
1964 of the Alamouti code. The proposal advocates the trans-
1965 mission of an Alamouti code from pairs of active TAs chosen
1966 from a spatial-constellation diagram. The second-order
1967 diversity is guaranteed by the appropriate optimization of
1968 the spatial-constellation diagram. To this end, some rotation
1969 angles are introduced and optimized for ensuring both the
1970 maximum diversityorderand coding gain. The authors show
1971 that the proposed SM-aided STBC scheme offers a normal-
1972 ized rate higher than one and can be decoded at a single-
1973 stream complexity, while still guaranteeing ML-optimum
1974 performance. Numerical results show that it provides a
1975 better performance than other state-of-the-art space-time-
1976 coded MIMO schemes at the cost of a larger number of TAs
1977 without increasing the number of RF chains.
1978 In [103] and [106], Sugiura et al. introduce the
1979 dispersion matrix approach described in Section IV-B.
1980 T h er a t eo ft h i ss c h e m ei sn o tl i m i t e db yt h en u m b e ro f
1981 physical TA elements but by the number of available
1982 dispersion matrices. The authors prove that the achievable
1983 diversity is equal to Nr minfNt;Nsg,w h e r eNt is the
1984 number of TAs, Nr is the number of RAs, and Ns is the
1985 number of time slots. This results in a transmit-diversity
1986 order equal to minfNt;Nsg, which implies that increasing
1987 Ns beyond Nt does not result in any further transmit-
1988 diversity improvement. By contrast, a lower Ns value may
1989 have the twofold merit of a low computational complexity
1990 and of a high transmission rate.
1991 In [198], transmit-diversity schemes are conceived for
1992 SSK–MIMO communications with a single active TA per
1993 channel use. The encoding scheme is configured for
1994 transmission over Ns time slots. If the number of TAs is
1995 higher than two ðNt > 2Þ, the authors show that the
1996 achievable transmit-diversity order cannot be higher than
1997 Nt   1. Furthermore, they provide necessary and sufficient
1998 conditions for achieving a transmit-diversity order equal to
1999 Ns. Specific bit-to-antenna mapping functions are con-
2000 structed for providing transmit-diversity order equal to Ns,
2001 if Ns   Nt   1. If Nt ¼ 2, the authors propose a closed-loop
2002 scheme based on phase rotations that provides second-
2003 order transmit diversity. This closed-loop scheme has
2004 recently been extended in [137] and [199] to more than
2005 t w oT A s .I ti ss h o w ni n[ 1 3 7 ]t h a tf o rs o m er a t e sa n d
2006 antenna setups, full transmit diversity can be achieved by
2007 using cophasing and phase rotation. However, accurate
2008 CSIT is required.
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2009 In [50], [64], [178], [196], and [197], the authors
2010 propose a transmit-diversity scheme for SSK–MIMO and
2011 SM–MIMO communications that exploits the concept of
2012 time-orthogonal shaping filters, and they show that
2013 transmit diversity can be obtained without reducing the
2014 rate. More specifically, it is shown in [64] that the SSK–
2015 MIMO relying on time-orthogonal shaping filters, hence-
2016 forth denoted by TOSD–SSK–MIMO, is capable of
2017 providing second-order transmit diversity, while using a
2018 single time-slot transmission and a single active TA
2019 element. The authors show that while the error probability
2020 of SSK–MIMO degrades upon increasing the Rician factor,
2021 the error probability of TOSD–SSK–MIMO significantly
2022 improves. This makes TOSD–SSK–MIMO a more suitable
2023 transmission scheme for line-of-sight scenarios. The TOSD
2024 principle is generalized in [50], [196], and [197] for
2025 achieving transmit-diversity gains higher than two and for
2026 application to SM–MIMO communications. In particular,
2027 in [50], the generalized SM–MIMO transceiver intro-
2028 duced in Section III-D is detailed and it is analytically
2029 shown that a wide range of transmit-diversity and
2030 multiplexing gains can be obtained, while still requiring
2031 single-stream decoding complexity and still guaranteeing
2032 ML-optimum performance. More specifically, two main
2033 results are proven: 1) if the information bits are conveyed
2034 by only the spatial-constellation diagram (SSK–MIMO), a
2035 transmit-diversity order equal to twice the number of
2036 active TA elements can be obtained without any rate
2037 reduction by using time-orthogonal shaping filters across
2038 all the TAs and by constructing the spatial-constellation
2039 diagram as a partition, i.e., the points of the spatial-
2040 constellation diagram have no TA-elements in common;
2041 and 2) if the information bits are conveyed by both spatial-
2042 and signal-constellation diagrams, SM–MIMO relying on
2043 time-orthogonal shaping filters and a partitioned spatial-
2044 constellation diagram may be combined with OSTBCs for
2045 the sake of achieving the same transmit diversity as the
2046 mother OSTBC, while offering a higher normalized rate.
2047 Also, the adoption of time-orthogonal shaping filters
2048 facilitates ML-optimum single-stream decoding perfor-
2049 mance at a low complexity. Furthermore, a simulation
2050 comparison with many state-of-the-art space-time-coded
2051 MIMO systems is conducted, and it is shown that the SM–
2052 MIMOschemeprovidesanimprovedperformancewiththe
2053 same number of RF chains and lower decoding complexity.
2054 In [203], an open-loop transmit-diversity scheme is
2055 designed for SM–MIMO communications that has the
2056 beneficial property of providing transmit-diversity gains
2057 with the aid of a single active TA element. The proposal is
2058 based on the so-called CIOD, which refers to a class of
2059 symbol-by-symbol decodable codes that offer full rate (one
2060 complex symbol per channel use) for MIMO systems
2061 having up to four TAs. The authors combine SM with
2062 CIOD and prove that the proposed scheme guarantees
2063 second-order diversity at the same rate as SM–MIMO.
2064 This is achieved by using a two-slot transmission scheme
2065 and by introducing phase rotations for the sake of
2066 guaranteeing full diversity. Furthermore, the authors
2067 propose low-complexity decoding schemes.
2068 In [206] and [207], the authors combine SM–MIMO
2069 with TAselection in order to exploit the advantages of both
2070 technologies, resulting in both spatial multiplexing and
2071 transmit diversity, respectively. The authors study two
2072 criteria for TA selection based on the Euclidean distance
2073 and on capacity-based performance metrics. It is shown
2074 that capacity-based TA selection provides a better perfor-
2075 mance and a higher transmit-diversity order.
2076 F. Analysis and Design With Imperfect Channel
2077 Knowledge at the Receiver
2078 The vast majority of demodulators presented in
2079 Section IV-C rely on the simplifying assumption of having
2080 perfect CSIR for their correct operation. However, CSIR is
2081 usually affected by CE errors, thus the demodulation
2082 performance depends on its accuracy, which is determined
2083 by the number of pilot symbols that can be allocated for
2084 CE. In addition, due to the encoding mechanism that maps
2085 information bits onto TA indices, SM–MIMO may be less
2086 robust to CE errors than conventional modulation. To shed
2087 light on these fundamental issues, many researchers have
2088 investigated the performance of SM–MIMO in the
2089 presence of CE errors [55], [62], [208]–[215]. The
2090 important conclusion from all these independent research
2091 activities is that SM–MIMO may in fact be more robust to
2092 CE errors than conventional modulation. This result is
2093 quite relevant since it contradicts the basic intuition
2094 concerning the effects of CE errors on the performance of
2095 SM–MIMO communications.
2096 In [208], Ulla Faiz et al. study the performance of SM–
2097 MIMO bysimulationwith the aid of recursive leastsquares
2098 adaptive CE and compare it to spatial-multiplexing MIMO
2099 systems. The results show that a gain between 1.5 and 3 dB
2100 can be expected.
2101 In [212], Basar et al. corroborate the results obtained in
2102 [208] with the aid of an analytical framework. In
2103 particular, two receivers are studied in the presence of
2104 GaussianCEerrors:1) theoptimal demodulator that exploits
2105 theknowledgeofthecorrelationcoefficientbetweenthetrue
2106 andestimatedchannels;and2)themismatcheddemodulator
2107 that uses the same decision metric as for perfect CSIR. Both
2108 the analysis and the simulations show that SM–MIMO is
2109 more robust than spatial-multiplexing MIMOs for practical
2110 values of CE errors. The authors also show thatthe impact of
2111 CSIR depends on whether the CE error is dependent or
2112 independent of the SNR at the receiver, which actually
2113 depends on the specific choice of the channel estimator.
2114 In [213], IkkiandMeslehstudy theperformanceofSSK–
2115 MIMO over Rayleigh fading channels in the presence of
2116 Gaussian CE errors at the receiver. A closed-form expression
2117 of the error probability is provided for arbitrary MIMO
2118 configurations. Based on their analytical framework, the
2119 authors draw conclusions similar to these of [212]: the
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2120 diversity order of SSK–MIMO relying on multiple RAs is
2121 preserved, if the CE error decreases with the operating SNR.
2122 Otherwise, an error floor emerges.
2123 In [62], Di Renzo et al. develop a general analytical
2124 framework for the performance of SSK–MIMO and
2125 TOSD–SSK–MIMO schemes for transmission over general
2126 fading channels and in the presence of a pilot-based ML-
2127 optimum channel estimator. The receiver is assumed to be
2128 equipped with a mismatched detector, thus resulting in a
2129 worst case scenario. The analytical framework clearly
2130 shows that SSK–MIMO has the same robustness to CE
2131 errors as single-antenna systems. On the other hand, it is
2132 shown that TOSD–SSK–MIMO is more robust to CE
2133 errors than the Alamouti scheme. Furthermore, it is
2134 pointed out that only a low training overhead is required
2135 for achieving sufficiently reliable channel estimates for
2136 data detection, and that the transmit- and receive-diversity
2137 orders of the SSK–MIMO and TOSD–SSK–MIMO
2138 schemes are preserved even with imperfect channel
2139 knowledge. This conclusion is conditioned on using an
2140 ML-optimum channel estimator, which is unbiased and
2141 whose CE error variance monotonically decreases with
2142 both the operating SNR and the number of pilot symbols
2143 transmitted.
2144 G. Performance and Design for Dispersive Channels
2145 In the previous sections, we have provided a compre-
2146 hensive overview of the research activities dedicated to the
2147 analysis and design of SM–MIMO communications over a
2148 wide variety of fading channels. Furthermore, diverse
2149 demodulation options have been presented. As far as the
2150 channel is concerned, the research results presented so far
2151 are based on a frequency-flat or narrowband channels.
2152 However, in many practical applications conceived for
2153 future cellular communications, the wireless channel may
2154 be highly frequency selective. This results in a dispersive-
2155 channel-induced ISI that may significantly deteriorate the
2156 system error probability, if the transceivers are not
2157 appropriately designed. Motivated by this consideration,
2158 some researchers have recently proposed SM–MIMO
2159 transceivers that are robust to frequency-selective fading
2160 channels [216]–[221].
2161 In [216], a pair of modulation schemes referred to as
2162 SFSK and STFSK modulations are conceived, which
2163 represent a generalization of the STSK modulation scheme
2164 relying on the dispersion matrix approach of [103]. The
2165 main idea behind these transmission schemes is to spread
2166 the transmitted signal not only across the space-time
2167 domain, but also across the frequency domain. This has the
2168 additional benefit that more bits can be encoded onto the
2169 space-time-frequency domain, and thus the achievable
2170 throughput may be increased. Furthermore, provided that
2171 the channel fading in the space-time-frequency domain is
2172 independent, the diversity is increased. The authors show
2173 t h a tw h i l et h ep e r f o r m a n c eo fS T S Km o d u l a t i o ni s
2174 degraded by about 2 dB, when the channel changes from
2175 uncorrelated frequency-flat fading to frequency-selective
2176 fading, the proposed SFSK and STFSK schemes are capable
2177 of maintaining their performance also in frequency-
2178 selective fading environments. It is also shown that the
2179 STSK and SFSK schemes are special cases of STFSK
2180 modulation.
2181 In [217], Ngo and Hanzo then combine the STFSK
2182 modulation concept introduced in [216] with SFHMA in
2183 order to improve the attainable system performance by
2184 providing frequency diversity and by beneficially random-
2185 izing the impact of cochannel interference. The ASE of the
2186 proposed transmission concept is studied by considering
2187 various frequency reuse structures adopted in cellular
2188 networks. The ASE of STFSK is then compared against that
2189 of state-of-the-art multiple-access techniques often used in
2190 cellular networks, includingGMSK-aided SFHMA, GMSK-
2191 assisted TDMA/FDMA, 3G WCDMA, and 4G LTE. The
2192 results show that the ASE of the STFSK-aided SFHMA
2193 system is higher than that of GMSK-aided SFHMA,
2194 TDMA/FDMA, and WCDMA systems, albeit it is only
2195 60% of the ASE of LTE systems.
2196 It is demonstrated in [218] that the performance of
2197 STSK modulation typically degrades in dispersive chan-
2198 nels, and the authors propose an improved scheme that
2199 jointly combines OFDM and STSK for the sake of avoiding
2200 this limitation. The authors show with the aid of Monte
2201 Carlo simulations that the proposed OFDM-aided STSK
2202 scheme offers a similar performance as single-carrier STSK
2203 modulation for transmission over low-mobility narrow-
2204 band channels. A good performance is observed also for
2205 transmission over correlated time-variant scenarios, pro-
2206 vided that the parameters are appropriately selected. The
2207 authors also discuss the generalization of the proposed
2208 scheme to STFSK modulation.
2209 In [219], Hanzo et al. propose a novel OFDMA SC–
2210 FDMA-aided multiuser STSK–MIMO architecture for
2211 frequency-selective wireless channels, which strikes a
2212 flexible diversity versus multiplexing gain tradeoff. The
2213 proposed scheme performs well in dispersive channels,
2214 w h i l es u p p o r t i n gm u l t i p l eu s e r si nam u l t i p l e - a n t e n n a -
2215 aided wireless system. The philosophy of SC–FDMA is to
2216 circumvent the problem of high PAPR with the aid of
2217 single-carrier transmission and hence use relatively power-
2218 efficient class-AB power amplifiers instead of a class-A
2219 power amplifier. Furthermore, SC–FDMA facilitates
2220 single-tap multiplicative channel equalization because each
2221 subcarrieroftheparallelmodemexperiencesanondispersive
2222 narrowband channel. Thus, the overall STSK-based MIMO
2223 scheme exhibits a performance similar to that in case of
2224 narrowband channels, despite operating in a wideband
2225 scenario.Theauthorsalsointroduceanappropriatemapping
2226 of the users’ symbols to the subcarriers in order to support
2227 multiuser communications, while requiring low-complexity
2228 single-stream-based demodulation.
2229 In [221], the performance of single-carrier SM–MIMO
2230 communications is investigated for transmission over
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2231 frequency-selective fading channels, and it is compared to
2232 that of the classic cyclic-prefix and zero-padding based
2233 schemes. It is shown that zero-padded SM–MIMO is
2234 capable of achieving the maximum attainable multipath
2235 diversity provided that ML-optimum demodulation is used
2236 at the receiver. On the other hand, cyclic-prefix-based
2237 SM–MIMO is not able to provide full diversity. Further-
2238 more, it is shown that the complexity of zero-padded SM–
2239 MIMO is independent of the frame length and depends
2240 only on the number of multipath echoes.
2241 H. Performance and Design for Multi-User Scenarios
2242 In Section IV-B–F, many SM–MIMO schemes have
2243 been studied by implicitly assuming a single-user trans-
2244 mission. However, this operating scenario is quite
2245 restrictive for typical cellular deployments, where many
2246 users may simultaneously transmit over the same resource
2247 block, aiming at maximizing the aggregate throughput at
2248 the cost of increasing the interference. Motivated by this
2249 consideration, the performance of both optimal and
2250 suboptimal receivers designed for SM–MIMO commu-
2251 nications has been investigated in the presence of
2252 multiple-access interference [222]–[226]. The fundamen-
2253 tal issue that these papers intend to address is whether
2254 both data modulation and multiple access are possible by
2255 relying only on the differences of the TA/RA channel
2256 impulse responses and to which extent this is determined
2257 by the receiver design.
2258 Di Renzo and Haas [223] study the error probability of
2259 SSK–MIMO by considering two receivers: 1) the single-
2260 user receiver, which is of low complexity,but it is oblivious
2261 of the interference; and 2) the ML-optimum multiuser
2262 receiver, which is of relatively high complexity, and has
2263 the benefit of being interference aware. It is shown that
2264 the single-user receiver’s performance is limited by an
2265 error floor, while the multiuser receiver has no error floor.
2266 These results confirm that both data modulation and
2267 multiple access are possible by relying only on the
2268 differences of the TA/RA channel impulse responses
2269 Furthermore, the authors show that the error floor of the
2270 single-user receiver can be significantly reduced by
2271 increasing the number of RAs. In particular, if the number
2272 of RAs goes to infinity, the error probability goes
2273 asymptotically to zero. This behavior is today known as
2274 ‘‘massive’’ MIMO effect [41]. As far as the single-user
2275 receiver is concerned, the mathematical framework of
2276 [223] highlights the following trends for transmission over
2277 independent Rayleigh fading channels: 1) SSK–MIMO is
2278 capable of outperforming PSK/QAM-based single-antenna
2279 communications, only if the number of TAs is higher than
2280 four, and the performance gain of SSK–MIMO exponen-
2281 tially increases with the number of RAs. This implies that
2282 SSK–MIMO should be used for rates higher than 2 bpcu
2283 per user; furthermore, 2) GSSK–MIMO never outper-
2284 forms SSK–MIMO communications; in fact, the perfor-
2285 mance gap increases with the number of active TA
2286 elements. This result is independent of the specific choice
2287 of the spatial-constellation diagram, and it implies that the
2288 number of active TAs should in fact be minimized. As far
2289 as multiuser receivers are concerned, the mathematical
2290 framework of [223] shows that each user is inflicted a
2291 performance degradation due to the multiple-access
2292 interference, even though no error floor is present. For a
2293 generic user, this performance discrepancy increases with
2294 both the number of users and with the number of TAs,
2295 while it decreases with the number of RAs. Finally, the
2296 performance comparison with single-antenna PSK/QAM
2297 transmission shows that SSK–MIMO is capable of
2298 significantly improving the performance, provided that a
2299 s u f f i c i e n t l yh i g hn u m b e ro fT Ae l e m e n t si sa v a i l a b l e .T h e
2300 framework of [223] has recently also been generalized to
2301 SM–MIMO communications in [226].
2302 In [225], Yang proposes an agile antenna-hopping
2303 spatial-division multiple-access scheme, which exploits
2304 antenna hopping with the twofold objective of providing
2305 both transmit-diversity gains and multiple-access capabil-
2306 ities. The associated philosophy is to transmit the same
2307 SM–MIMO symbol both over several time slots and from
2308 different TAs under the control of an appropriate antenna-
2309 hopping pattern. A class of antenna-hopping patterns
2310 obtained from fast-frequency-hopping transmission is
2311 proposed for supporting multiple-access communications
2312 and for achieving transmit diversity. The author shows
2313 analytically that the achievable diversity order of the ML-
2314 optimum demodulator increases linearly with both the
2315 number of time slots and with the number of RAs.
2316 F u r t h e r m o r e ,t h ea u t h o ri n t r o d u c e sb o t hl i n e a ra n d
2317 nonlinear detection schemes and investigates their
2318 achievable performance as well as complexity by simula-
2319 tions. The author providesprecise guidelines forthe design
2320 of the best demodulator as a function of the number of
2321 TAs, RAs, and of the number of time slots in order to strike
2322 an attractive tradeoff between the performance achieved
2323 and the decoding complexity imposed.
2324 Some papers have also investigated the attainable
2325 performance of SM–MIMO communications in the
2326 presence of multiple-access interference for transmission
2327 over dispersive fading channels [217], [219], [220]. These
2328 papers are discussed in Section IV-G.
2329 I. Noncoherent Demodulation
2330 In Section IV-F, it is shown that SM–MIMO commu-
2331 nicationsrelyingoncoherentdemodulationisquiterobustto
2332 CSIR.However,pilotsymbolsarerequiredforestimatingthe
2333 channel impulse responses of each wireless link. Even
2334 though it is shown in [62] that the number of pilot symbols
2335 per TA does not have to be very large, nevertheless SM–
2336 MIMO faces two main challenges: 1) it relies on large-scale
2337 MIMO configurations using a large number of TAs in order
2338 to increasethe throughput; assuch, the total numberof pilot
2339 symbols required for estimating all the channel impulse
2340 responses may be quite large; and 2) it relies on using as few
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2341 RF chains as possible in order to reduce both the power
2342 consumption and the complexity imposed at the transmitter.
2343 As such, the channel impulse responses of all the TA
2344 elements cannot be estimated simultaneously, which is in
2345 contrast to conventional MIMO communications, where the
2346 numberofRFchainsisequaltothatoftheTAelements.This
2347 implies that CE may require a long time, which is dis-
2348 advantageous in high-mobility environments. Additionally,
2349 the results of [210] have shown that avoiding the estimation
2350 of the channel phase may result in a poor demodulation
2351 performance. Motivated by these considerations, numerous
2352 researchers have investigated the design of noncoherent
2353 demodulation schemes conceived for SM–MIMO commu-
2354 nications [103], [154], [215], [227], [228]. Further details
2355 about the training overhead for the estimation of the CSIR
2356 and CSIT are available in Section VI-B.
2357 Sugiura et al. [103] propose a noncoherent detection
2358 scheme for STSK–MIMO communications relying on the
2359 Cayleyunitarydifferentialencoding.Theauthorsshowthata
2360 3-dB performance penalty is imposed compared to coherent
2361 demodulation relying on perfect CSIR, as expected. This
2362 scheme is further investigated in [228], where Xu et al.
2363 propose a demodulator that avoids the employment of the
2364 nonlinear Cayley transform, thus facilitating the employ-
2365 ment of arbitrary complex-valued constellations. These
2366 solutions employ multiple RF branches and simultaneous
2367 symbol transmissions at the transmitter. In [154], this multi-
2368 RF constraint associated with the simultaneous transmis-
2369 sions is eliminated, and the authors illustrate that it is
2370 possible to activate a single TA in every symbol interval,
2371 while avoiding CSI estimation at the receiver.
2372 In [227], a semiblind scheme is conceived for STSK–
2373 MIMO systems, where CE and data detection are
2374 performed jointly. This approach aims for using the
2375 minimum number of STSK training blocks, which is
2376 related to the number of TAs. These training blocks are
2377 first used for providing a rough initial least square channel
2378 estimate. Subsequently, single-stream ML-optimum data
2379 detection is carried out based on the initial estimate of the
2380 channel impulse responses, and the detected data are used
2381 for decision-directed least square CE. It is demonstrated
2382 that a relatively few iterations are sufficient for approach-
2383 ing the ML-optimum performance that can be achieved
2384 under the ideal conditions of having perfect CSIR. In
2385 [215], a similar joint channel and data detection scheme is
2386 proposed and studied under the assumption that only a
2387 single-RF chain is available at the transmitter.
2388 J. Channel-Coded Transmission and
2389 Iterative Decoding
2390 Practical communication systems typically employ
2391 powerful channel coding schemes, such as turbo and
2392 low-density parity-check codes, which are usually detected
2393 by using iterative or turbo decoding. In general, the
2394 performance of iteratively detected channel-encoded
2395 MIMO systems exhibits different trends in comparison
2396 to their uncoded counterparts. In this context, it is of
2397 particular importance to jointly optimize the channel
2398 encoder and the bit-to-symbol mapper for the sake of
2399 achieving area-capacity performance. Motivated by this
2400 consideration, researchers have investigated the benefits
2401 of combining SM–MIMO communications with powerful
2402 channel coding and have conceived low-complexity
2403 iterative decoding algorithms that account for the SM
2404 d e m o d u l a t o r[ 5 5 ] ,[ 1 0 3 ] ,[ 1 0 6 ] ,[ 1 6 9 ] ,[ 2 2 9 ] – [ 2 3 4 ] .
2405 To elaborate a little further, in [55], Jeganathan et al.
2406 combine SSK–MIMO with BICM and propose iterative
2407 decoding exchanging extrinsic soft information with both
2408 convolutional and turbo codes. The decoder first computes
2409 the a posteriori logarithm likelihood ratios (LLRs) of the
2410 transmitted bits, which are then input to a channel
2411 decoder. The channel decoder’s LLRs representing both
2412 the information and the parity bits are then processed as
2413 extrinsic information in successive iterations of the
2414 demodulator’s LLR output. These steps are repeated until
2415 a satisfactory level of reliability and, hence, a low error
2416 probability is obtained. The authors show that substantial
2417 performance gain may be expected by using the BICM–
2418 SSK–MIMO scheme compared to single-antenna systems
2419 using BICM. Recently, Koka and Sari [231] have applied
2420 BICM to SM–MIMO communications and have shown
2421 that BICM can be an effective remedy against both channel
2422 fading and against the channel’s spatial correlation.
2423 In [103] and [106], Sugiura et al. propose a three-stage
2424 serially concatenated transmitter for STSK–MIMO sys-
2425 tems, where STSK is combined with multiple serially
2426 concatenated codes. At the transmitter, the input source
2427 bits are channel encoded by a half-rate RSC code and then
2428 they are interleaved by a random bit interleaver. The
2429 interleaved bits are further encoded by an infinite-impulse
2430 response URC encoder, which are then interleaved by a
2431 second random interleaver. Finally, the interleaved bits are
2432 input to the STSK modulator. At the receiver, a three-stage
2433 iterative decoding algorithm is employed based on SISO
2434 decoders. The iterative decoder obeys the carefully
2435 considered activation of all component decoders, namely
2436 ofthe STSKdemodulator, of the URC decoder, as well asof
2437 the RSC decoder. By using EXIT chart analysis [235], the
2438 system parameters are optimized, and it is shown that the
2439 decoder is capable of achieving near-capacity performance.
2440 In [229], a soft-decision aided low-complexity decoder is
2441 proposed for STSK–MIMO systems. The algorithm is based
2442 on a vector-by-vector-based detector and uses a MAP symbol
2443 probability search algorithm, which exhibits a lower
2444 complexity compared to the classic block-by-block-based
2445 detector. Simulation results confirm that near-capacity
2446 performance can be obtained by combining the proposed
2447 vector-by-vector-based detector with IRCCs and URCs.
2448 A novel reduced-complexity soft-decision-aided detec-
2449 t o ri sc o n c e i v e di n[ 2 3 2 ]f o rS T S K – M I M Os y s t e m s ,w h i c h
2450 is capable of closely approaching the performance of the
2451 optimal MAP detector. More specifically, the authors
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2452 exploit a hybrid combination of a modified matched
2453 filtering concept and of a reduced-complexity exhaustive
2454 search for the sake of reducing the MAP decoding
2455 algorithm’s complexity. Furthermore, the detector is
2456 extended to support the class of generalized STSK–
2457 MIMO arrangements in [92]. Monte Carlo simulations
2458 confirm that the proposed reduced-complexity detector
2459 imposes a significantly lower complexity than the MAP
2460 detector, while inflicting only a marginal performance
2461 degradation, which is in the range of 1–2 dB. Furthermore,
2462 the authors invoke the MCMC algorithm for the sake of
2463 achieving a further complexity reduction.
2464 Finally, the development of coded SM–MIMO com-
2465 munications relying on iterative decoding in the presence
2466 of multiple-access interference for transmission over
2467 dispersive fading channels is considered in [217], [219],
2468 and [220], which is discussed in Section IV-G.
2469 V. PART IIIVSM–MIMO: PROMISING
2470 APPLICATION AREAS
2471 In Section IV, the latest contributions on SM–MIMO
2472 research are summarized with emphasis on the associated
2473 physical-layer functionalities, such as encoding and
2474 decoding, along with the analysis of the information-
2475 theoretic and communication-theoretic performance in a
2476 wide variety of realistic propagation environments. The
2477 aim of this (and the next) section is to highlight that the
2478 peculiarities of SM–MIMO transmission and, in particu-
2479 lar, the data-driven antenna-hopping encoding technique,
2480 may be applied to diverse topical research areas. More
2481 specifically, in this section, we focus our attention on those
2482 application scenarios where SM–MIMO techniques have
2483 been applied and encouraging results have been reported.
2484 Nevertheless, for the sake of projecting a realistic image,
2485 we also summarize the associated limitations and discuss a
2486 range of open research problems. On the other hand, we
2487 defer the discussion of further promising application areas
2488 to Section VI, which have hitherto received limited
2489 attention from the research community working on SM–
2490 MIMO communications.
2491 A. Green Wireless Networks: On the
2492 Bandwidth-Efficiency Versus Energy-Efficiency
2493 Tradeoff
2494 In Sections I and II, we have provided the motivation of
2495 the potential applications of SM–MIMO communications
2496 to green wireless networks, with the main objective of
2497 conceiving a new transmission concept that is capable of
2498 supporting high data rates, while reducing the total power
2499 consumption, which accounts for both the dynamic (RF)
2500 and static (circuit) power [30]. The EE potential of SM–
2501 MIMO communications is currently being investigated
2502 within the activities of the European project GREENET in
2503 the context of energy-efficient wireless networks design
2504 [12], [236].
2505 The potential of SM–MIMO in green wireless com-
2506 munications is motivated by recent results on the
2507 fundamental limitations of conventional MIMO commu-
2508 nications in the context of EE design. Conventional MIMO
2509 techniques are capable of reducing the power consumption
2510 of wireless communications as a benefit of their inherent
2511 multiplexing and diversity gains [28]. However, these
2512 considerations on theirEE potential typicallyconsideronly
2513 their RF power consumption. On the other hand, they tend
2514 to neglect the static power consumption that is needed for
2515 the circuits, e.g., the power amplifiers. In fact, various
2516 independent results have recently unveiled that conven-
2517 tional MIMO communications may be less power efficient
2518 than single-antenna transmission if the total power dis-
2519 sipated (RF and circuit) is taken into account [31]–[34],
2520 [37]–[39]. More specifically, it is shown in these papers
2521 that the power dissipation inefficiency originates from the
2522 increased amount of power dissipated by all the indepen-
2523 dent RF chains that are needed in conventional MIMO
2524 communications. The importance of considering the total
2525 power dissipated and not only the RF transmit power in
2526 the EE evaluation framework is also acknowledged in
2527 emerging communications paradigms, such as large-scale
2528 MIMO systems. More explicitly, it is pointed out in [63]
2529 that the actual power consumption associated with
2530 supporting hundreds of active TAs will be determined by
2531 the economy of scale in manufacturing hundreds of RF
2532 chains,up/downconverters,analog/digitalconverters,etc.,
2533 as well as by the development of highly parallel and
2534 dedicated hardware for baseband signal processing.
2535 In this context, SM–MIMO transmission has the
2536 potential of representing a win–win alternative to the
2537 circuit power consumption inefficiency of conventional
2538 MIMO systems and to the technological challenges of
2539 implementing hundreds ofsmall,low-power RFchainsand
2540 power amplifiers, as envisaged by large-scale MIMO
2541 systems. On the one hand, SM–MIMO is capable of
2542 increasing the SE of conventional MIMO communications
2543 by incorporating numerous passive TA elements without
2544 requiring extra RF chains and without significantly
2545 impacting the static energy consumption of the power
2546 amplifiers. On the other hand, SM–MIMO is also capable
2547 of reducing the RF power consumption by capitalizing on
2548 both the multiplexing and on the diversity gains originat-
2549 ing from the TA-hopping encoding with the aid of using
2550 only a few active RF chains. Additionally, the generalized
2551 SM–MIMO transceiver proposed in Fig. 7 may be readily
2552 integrated into the current LTE-A standard and it is
2553 backward compatible with it. In fact, the transceiver of
2554 Fig. 7 employs the same space-time-coded transmission
2555 schemes as the LTE-A standard, but it requires a large
2556 number of TA elements and a fast RF switching
2557 mechanism, which are affordable requirements in the
2558 context of millimeter-wave communications [46], [47]
2559 (see Section VI-D for further details), and with the aid of
2560 currently-available RF technology [58]–[61].
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2561 Motivated by the promising potential of SM–MIMO
2562 for EE wireless communications, a range of interesting
2563 research contributions have been published, which con-
2564 firm its benefits when realistic power consumption models
2565 are considered that account for the total power dissipation
2566 [49], [237]–[240].
2567 Chang et al. [ 2 3 9 ]d e s i g na ne n e r g y - e f f i c i e n tt r a n s m i s -
2568 sion scheme based on the SSK–MIMO principle. The key
2569 idea is that energy-efficient communications can be
2570 established by a nonequiprobable signaling alphabet,
2571 where the low-power modulated symbols are used more
2572 frequently for transmitting a given amount of information.
2573 The design of this energy-efficient communication para-
2574 digm is formulated as a convex optimization problem,
2575 where the minimum achievable average symbol power
2576 consumption is derived under specific rate, performance,
2577 and hardware constraints. More specifically, the authors
2578 formulate a general optimization problem that minimizes
2579 the energy consumption by imposing practical constraints
2580 that simultaneously include: 1) the bandwidth efficiency;
2581 2) the performance; and 3) the hardware complexity. More
2582 particularly, as far as the latter constraint is concerned, the
2583 proposed optimization problem includes the number of RF
2584 chains, and thus the static power consumption. It is imposed
2585 based on this power model that the larger the number of RF
2586 chains, the larger the static power consumption. The
2587 numerical results demonstrate that substantial energy gains
2588 are obtained.
2589 In [49], [237], and [240], the authors investigate the
2590 energy-efficiency potential of SM–MIMO communica-
2591 tions by focusing their attention on the power consump-
2592 tion reduction occurring from using a single-RF chain,
2593 which is in contrast to conventional MIMO communica-
2594 tions relying on multiple active RF chains. In this study,
2595 the realistic power consumption model developed within
2596 the European project EARTH [9], [32] is considered. In
2597 this power consumption model, it is assumed that the
2598 static power consumption linearly increases with the
2599 number of active RF chains. Under the so-called SOTA-
2600 2010 power consumption model [31], [32], the EE of
2601 various types of BSs (macro, micro, pico, and femto) is
2602 investigated by comparing SM to conventional MIMO
2603 communications. The EE expressed in bits/Joule is
2604 computed as the ratio between the channel capacity and
2605 the total power supply that includes both the RF and
2606 circuit power consumption. Some of the numerical
2607 results recorded for a BS equipped with four TAs ðNt ¼ 4Þ
2608 are depicted in Fig. 10, which is reproduced from [240]
2609 with permission. Four open-loop MIMO schemes are
2610 compared:
2611 1) SM–MIMO using a single-RF chain;
2612 2) STBCs transmission employing 3/4 code rate [52];
Fig. 10. Energy-efficiency assessment of different MIMO concepts for different types of BSs: macro, micro, pico, and femto. Reproduced
from [240] with permission.
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2613 3) MISO transmission designed for achieving a
2614 transmit-diversity only;
2615 4) spatial-multiplexing aided MIMO transmission.
2616 The numerical results clearly highlight the EE potential of
2617 SM–MIMO compared to the other MIMO transmission
2618 schemes, especially for medium throughput. For high
2619 throughput, there is an intercept point between the curves
2620 of SM–MIMO and spatial-multiplexing MIMO, which is
2621 due to the limited number of TAs (only four) that is used
2622 for SM–MIMO. Large-scale implementations of SM–
2623 MIMO relying on a large number of passive TA elements
2624 are capable of further increasing this promising EE gain.
2625 These recent research results clearly accentuate the
2626 inherent potential of SM–MIMO communications in the
2627 context of green wireless networks. However, a significant
2628 amount of further research work is needed in order to
2629 prove the practical energy-efficiency potential of SM–
2630 MIMO. In fact, the studies conducted so far are limited to
2631 a few conventional MIMO systems, as well as to the
2632 simplest implementation of SM–MIMO. Furthermore,
2633 the analysis is restricted to single-cell scenarios, where the
2634 other-cell interference is either neglected or implicitly
2635 treated as an additional source of noise. All these
2636 assumptions, although reasonable for preliminary analysis,
2637 constitute idealized simplifying assumptions for assessing
2638 the potential power savings in the context of green
2639 multicell networks, which are expected to be interference
2640 limited and to exploit multiuser and coordinated multi-
2641 point MIMO techniques.
2642 B. Distributed Wireless Networks: Relaying, User
2643 Cooperation, and Network Coding
2644 Relaying and user cooperation have recently emerged
2645 as potential candidate technologies for future wireless
2646 applications and standards [20], [21]. The main idea
2647 behind cooperative communications is that some idle
2648 wireless nodes (relays) may help some other active
2649 wireless nodes (sources) by receiving and retransmitting
2650 some data packets on their behalf for enhancing the
2651 reception of the destination. The fundamental design
2652 objective of efficient cooperative communications is in fact
2653 to enhance the transmission of the sources, while
2654 minimizing: 1) the extra bandwidth required; and 2) the
2655 resources ofthe networknodes(relays) willingto assistthe
2656 sources [241]. Early transmission protocols conceived for
2657 cooperative diversity-aided communications were mainly
2658 based on the repetition coding principle relying on
2659 transmissions over orthogonal channels [21]. The main
2660 limitation of these protocols is that the diversity gain is
2661 achieved at the cost of reducing the bandwidth efficiency.
2662 Thus, in the last few years, numerous solutions have been
2663 proposed for minimizing the throughput reduction of
2664 repetition-based orthogonal relaying protocols [241]. More
2665 recently, a new family of cooperative diversity protocols
2666 has been introduced for mitigating the throughput
2667 limitations of repetition-based protocols, while still
2668 introducing an affordable implementation complexity.
2669 They are known as network-coded cooperative diversity
2670 protocols [22] conceived for striking an attractive diversity
2671 versus throughput tradeoff [242]. The main idea is that
2672 multiple packets received by the same node can be jointly
2673 encoded by superimposing them in a manner reminiscent
2674 of multicode CDMA using, for example, operations in a
2675 binary or a nonbinary Galois field. They may then be
2676 transmitted during the same time slot, while still
2677 providing the same diversity gain as conventional relying
2678 [243], [244].
2679 As far as MIMO communications are concerned, the
2680 advantages of user cooperation are noteworthy. In fact,
2681 due to the associated size, cost, power consumption, and
2682 hardware limitations, wireless transmitters may physically
2683 not be able to accommodate multiple TAs. In this context,
2684 the benefits of MIMO communications may be realized in
2685 a distributed fashion: single-antenna-aided transmitters
2686 may share their physical antennas and create an
2687 equivalent MIMO system constituted by virtual antennas,
2688 while having the same benefits as conventional MIMO
2689 systems associated with colocated TAs [20]. Furthermore,
2690 the distributed nature of the virtual MIMO scheme
2691 relieves the system from some of the limitations of
2692 conventional MIMO communications, such as the detri-
2693 mental diversity-gain erosion imposed by the spatial
2694 correlation of the tightly packed antenna elements. Owing
2695 to the potential advantages of distributed MIMO im-
2696 plementations, researchers have investigated the possibil-
2697 ity of amalgamating user cooperation with SM–MIMO
2698 communications [245]–[258].
2699 Indeed, SM–MIMO and relaying may be beneficially
2700 combined for exploiting their inherent merits, while
2701 circumventing their limitations, as exemplified in the
2702 following.
2703 • Reduced transmit power and increased diversity.
2704 Consider a relaying-aided MIMO system for
2705 application in the downlink of cellular networks
2706 relying on fixed RSs, where both BSs and RSs are
2707 equipped with multiple antennas [259]. In this
2708 scenario, SM–MIMO transmission may be used for
2709 replacing conventional MIMOs in order to im-
2710 prove the attainable performance over each
2711 wireless link with the aid of low-complexity
2712 single-RF implementations. Naturally, power gains
2713 may be expected due to the reduction of the
2714 transmission distance of relay-aided communica-
2715 tions. Furthermore, if multiple RSs are available,
2716 an improved diversity gain can also be expected.
2717 • Spectral- and energy-efficient distributed uplink
2718 transmission. In Section IV, it is shown that the
2719 gain of SM–MIMO communications benchmarked
2720 against conventional single-antenna-assisted and
2721 MIMO-assisted transmissions increases with the
2722 size of the spatial-constellation diagram. As a
2723 consequence, numerous passive TA elements have
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2724 to be available, which makes SM–MIMO an
2725 attractive candidate for downlink transmission.
1
2726 On the other hand, even though only a single-RF
2727 chain is required for transmission, equipping a
2728 pocket-sized mobile terminal with hundreds of
2729 passive TA elements may still be infeasible in the
2730 imminent future, albeit they may be accommodat-
2731 ed in a laptop computer. In this context, a
2732 distributed implementation of SM–MIMO
2733 schemes may be beneficial in the uplink, where
2734 hundreds of mobile terminals may share their
2735 single antennas for creating a large-scale virtual
2736 MIMO system. The information bits can be
2737 encoded onto the spatial domain indices of the
2738 mobile terminals through a data-driven mobile
2739 terminal selection mechanism, similar to SM–
2740 MIMO implementations with colocated TAs.
2741 • Spectral- and energy-efficient relay-aided transmis-
2742 sion. Conventional half-duplex relaying protocols
2743 rely on exploiting that if a user is acting as an RS
2744 for another user of the network, it must delay the
2745 transmission of its own data frames [242]. This
2746 implies that the transmission of these users is
2747 delayed and that some of their power is not used
2748 for their own transmission, but altruistically
2749 assigned for assisting other users. To circumvent
2750 this problem, advanced relaying protocols based on
2751 superposition modulation/coding and NC have
2752 been proposed in [243] and [244]. These protocols
2753 allow the RS to superimpose its own data packet
2754 with those to be forwarded on behalf of the source.
2755 This may be viewed as a win–win protocol. In fact,
2756 t h es a m ec h a n n e lu s ei sj o i n t l ye m p l o y e df o rt h e
2757 RS-data transmission and for the source-data
2758 relaying. As a further benefit, no excess power is
2759 required for source-data relaying. SM–MIMO is
2760 capable of offering a similar degree of freedom for
2761 the sake of improving the bandwidth efficiency of
2762 half-duplex relaying by exploiting the additional
2763 dimension provided by the spatial-constellation
2764 diagram. For example, the data of the source may
2765 be transmitted using the signal-constellation dia-
2766 gram, while the data of the RS may be transmitted
2767 via the spatial-constellation diagram. Thus, both
2768 data symbols may be transmitted within the same
2769 channel use hence improving both spectral and
2770 energy efficiencies.
2771 These potential applications of the SM–MIMO concept
2772 have been investigated by numerous researchers and
2773 encouraging results have been obtained [245]–[258].
2774 In [246], a dual-hop MIMO-aided relaying channel is
2775 considered, where the transmitter, the RS, and the
2776 destination are equipped with multiple antennas. By
2777 assuming a demodulate-and-forward relaying protocol,
2778 the authors show that the end-to-end error probability can
2779 be improved with the aid of an SM–MIMO scheme com-
2780 pared to single-antenna-assisted demodulate-and-forward
2781 relaying. The performance trends associated with increas-
2782 ing the number of TAs is similar to those of point-to-
2783 point transmission [57]. The performance of dual-hop
2784 MIMO relaying protocols is analytically studied in [254]
2785 and [255].
2786 In [247], Sugiura et al. propose a distributed imple-
2787 m e n t a t i o no ft h eS T S K – M I M Op r i n c i p l e .I np a r t i c u l a r ,i t
2788 is assumed that the source broadcastsa modulated signal to
2789 a set of single-antenna-aided RSs. Depending on either the
2790 success or the failure of the CRC, the RSs are activated and
2791 retransmit the received data using decode-and-forward
2792 relaying. At the relay, the STSK–MIMO principle is
2793 applied for re-encoding the received data onto a dispersion
2794 vector and onto a modulated symbol. The authors show
2795 that by taking advantage of the CRC, beneficial distributed
2796 diversity gains can be obtained because the CRC-based
2797 scheme eliminates any potential relaying-induced error
2798 propagation. The authors also propose a differential
2799 implementation, which dispenses with CE. This scheme
2800 has recently been generalized in [258]. More specifically,
2801 with the aim of mitigating the throughput loss of
2802 conventional half-duplex relaying, the authors exploit
2803 SR, where the messages ripple through a chain of RSs
2804 while avoiding the relaying-induced extra interference
2805 with the aid of orthogonal CDMA spreading codes.
2806 Explicitly, to mitigate the detrimental impact of SR-
2807 induced interference and the dispersive effects of the
2808 wireless channel, they adopt a multicarrier CDMA
2809 scheme.
2810 In [248], Yang and Aissa propose a nonorthogonal
2811 relaying protocol that exploits the SM–MIMO principle
2812 for the sake of throughput enhancement. The protocol is
2813 constituted by two phases. In the first (listening) phase,
2814 the source node transmits its data to both a group of RSs
2815 and the destination. In the second (cooperative) phase, the
2816 source node still transmits some data to the destination.
2817 On the other hand, the RSs that have successfully decoded
2818 the data transmitted during the first phase cooperatively
2819 retransmit it by using the SM–MIMO principle. More
2820 specifically, some received bits are mapped onto the
2821 activated RSs, while the remaining bits are transmitted
2822 using conventional modulated symbols. The RSs that are
2823 activated depending on data received from the source. The
2824 authors also evaluate the capacity of the proposed protocol
2825 and compare it to state-of-the-art nonorthogonal relaying,
2826 demonstrating that an improved capacity can be obtained.
2827 In [252], the SSK–MIMO principle is studied for the
2828 uplink of cellular networks. It is assumed that a mobile
2829 terminal is equipped with a single TA while the BS is
2830 equipped with two RAs. It is assumed that some single-
2831 antenna-aided RSs are available in the neighborhood of the
2832 source, which form a virtual MIMO system. Since the
1The interested reader is referred to Section VI-B for discussion about
the training overhead associated with the implementation of SM–MIMO
communications in both the downlink and the uplink.
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2833 direct link between the source and destination is of low
2834 quality, it is assumed to be unavailable. Hence, the source
2835 communicates with the destination only through the RSs.
2836 Each RS is assigned a unique identifier, which allows us to
2837 exploit the distributed SSK–MIMO principle. More
2838 specifically, the source broadcasts its data packet to the
2839 available RSs. This data packet is decoded by each RS
2840 individually and each decoded symbol is compared against
2841 their own identifier. The specific RSs that demodulate the
2842 data coinciding with their own identifier become active
2843 and transmit the associated SSK symbol to the destination.
2844 In summary, the set of RSs act as a distributed spatial-
2845 constellation diagram for the source, similar to the SSK–
2846 MIMO communications concept with colocated TAs. The
2847 destination is capable of decoding the received data due to
2848 the uniqueness of the channel impulse responses of the
2849 RS-to-destination links. Under ideal operating conditions,
2850 i.e., when each RS decodes its data without errors, the data
2851 transmitted from the source activates a single RS.
2852 However, demodulation errors encountered at the RSs
2853 may result in the activation of either none or multiple
2854 relays. The main contribution of [252] is the development
2855 of the optimal demodulator to be used at the receiver,
2856 which is capable of correctly decoding the data, and, at the
2857 same time, exploiting receive diversity. The authors
2858 confirm the performance advantage of the proposed
2859 demodulator by using Monte Carlo simulations.
2860 The distributed encoding principle of [252] is extended
2861 in [256] with the objective of improving the achievable
2862 bandwidth efficiency of half-duplex relaying. The trans-
2863 mission protocol is similar to that of [252], apart from a
2864 main exception. Specifically, the active relays transmit the
2865 firstdataavailable intheirbuffersduringthe second phase.
2866 This enables each relay to transmit, during the same
2867 channel use, both the data received from the source
2868 (implicitly via the bit-to-relay mapping process during the
2869 relay activation process) and its own data (explicitly via
2870 conventional modulation). The authors analytically assess
2871 the attainable diversity gain and compare the resultant
2872 performance to that of other relaying protocols, including
2873 both an NC scheme and superposition coding/modulation.
2874 The results show that the adoption of a distributed SM–
2875 MIMO scheme is indeed capable of improving the
2876 performance.
2877 As a further advance, a bidirectional SSK–MIMO
2878 arrangement is proposed for data transmission in [253]. At
2879 the relay, physical-layer NC is applied in order to reduce
2880 the number of channel uses needed for retransmissions. The
2881 authors show with the aid of Monte Carlo simulations that
2882 the SSK–MIMO combined with NC is capable of further
2883 improving the attainable system performance. In [249], the
2884 authors address an important practical aspect of implement-
2885 ing distributed/cooperative SM–MIMO systems, namely
2886 that of ensuring accurate symbol-level synchronization
2887 among the cooperative relays for high-integrity demodula-
2888 tion. The authors propose an iterative CFO compensation
2889 algorithm and show that an attractive performance is
2890 achieved considering practical operating conditions.
2891 As promising as they are, the results available for
2892 characterizing the SM–MIMO in distributed wireless
2893 networks requite further practical verification of their
2894 merits and limitations. For example, the analysis proposed
2895 in [247] and [258] relies on using ideal CRC at the relays.
2896 The capacity analysis of [248] assumes the absence of
2897 demodulation errors at the relays. The channel quality-
2898 aware optimal demodulators of [252] and [256] are
2899 somewhat complex to be implemented in practice, while
2900 diversity-assisted but low-complexity demodulators have
2901 not as yet been proposed in the open literature. Further-
2902 more, the achievable diversity analysis is only applicable to
2903 simple network topologies. On the other hand, low-
2904 complexity decoders and comprehensive diversity-analysis
2905 frameworks for both conventional and NC-aided relaying
2906 protocols exist in the literature [243], [244]. Moreover,
2907 there is a paucity of literature on the impact of CSI and
2908 synchronization errors. As far as the associated synchro-
2909 nization requirements are concerned, a promising solution
2910 for implementing distributed MIMO networks is the
2911 application of LS spreading codes, which are capable of
2912 facilitating substantial cooperative spatial diversity gains
2913 even in the presence of large synchronization errors
2914 exceeding the symbol duration [260]. The practical rollout
2915 of distributed SM–MIMO communications requires that
2916 all these open issues be addressed.
2917 C. Visible Light Communications: LiFi SM–MIMO
2918 Having discussed the potential merits of SM–MIMO
2919 communications, when the information is assumed to be
2920 transmitted within the RF spectrum, i.e., by means of
2921 electromagnetic waves, let us now consider other applica-
2922 tions. More specifically, in this section, we show that
2923 SM–MIMOs may find successful application in the
2924 visible light spectrum as well, namely in the context of
2925 VLC or OWC [261].
2926 TheincreasinginterestinVLCmainlyoriginatesfromthe
2927 significant spectrum extension that it can offer compared to
2928 the rather congested RF spectrum used by state-of-the-art
2929 wireless communications systems. In fact, in addition to
2930 being free of license fees, the spectrum that the visible light
2931 offers is about 10 000 times higher than the entire RF
2932 spectrum, which is a beneficial property in an era when
2933 the RF spectrum has become a scarce commodity.
2934 Although the concept of VLC originates from 1880 (Graham
2935 Bell, the Photophone, [262]), it was revived in 1979 [263].
2936 However,itisonlywiththeadventofsolid-statelightingand
2937 high-brightness LEDs that the idea of using light for high-
2938 speed wireless communications has gained significant
2939 interest. However, many research challenges have to be
2940 solved and the SM–MIMO transmission principle may
2941 contribute toward this beneficial goal.
2942 The available LEDs used for illumination produce
2943 noncoherent light. This implies that: 1) the most viable
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2944 modulation technique for VLC is IM, where the desired
2945 waveform is simply imposed on the instantaneous power of
2946 an optical carrier by flickering it; and 2) the most practical
2947 down-conversion technique for VLC is DD, where a
2948 photodetector produces a current proportional to the
2949 received instantaneous power. The DD technique is
2950 simpler to be implemented than coherent detection, since
2951 it detects only the intensity of the optical wave (frequency
2952 and phase information of the optical carrier is lost). In fact,
2953 short-range indoor optical applications usually employ IM/
2954 DD modulation, as a practical transmission technique for
2955 achieving low-complexity, low-cost optical modulation and
2956 demodulation. Although efficient and practical, the
2957 adoption of IM/DD modems imposes a fundamental
2958 limitation on the achievable rate, because light sources
2959 can only handle real-valued and unipolar signals. Strictly
2960 speaking, this implies that the well-known Shannon
2961 theorem is not directly applicable in the VLC domain.
2962 The achievable information rate of optical OFDM was
2963 quantified in [264].
2964 In contrast to VLC schemes, the digital modulation
2965 techniques typically applied in the RF domain are based on
2966 complex-valued signals. As a consequence, the restriction
2967 of using IM/DD modems results in a 50% loss of
2968 transmission bandwidth compared to RF communications.
2969 This property also renders the employment of classical
2970 MIMO techniques used in RF communications a chal-
2971 lenge. For example, spatial multiplexing MIMO transmis-
2972 sions for application to VLC require computationally
2973 complex ML-based detection and iterative interference
2974 cancellation techniques. Moreover, they are unsuitable for
2975 VLC due to the fact that the information is encoded onto
2976 the light intensity and not on the electric field, as in
2977 traditional RF communications. On the other hand, IM
2978 does not suffer from destructive fading and light
2979 intensities are superimposed constructively. Thus, diver-
2980 sity gains may be achieved by transmitting the same signal
2981 from multiple LEDs, using a classic technique known as
2982 RC. However, multiplexing gains cannot be obtained by
2983 employing RC.
2984 In this context, SM–MIMOs constitute a promising
2985 technique of realizing the spatial-multiplexing gains for
2986 VLC–MIMO systems with the aid of simple IM/DD
2987 modems. For example, SSK–MIMO schemes rely on
2988 encoding the information bits onto the index of a single
2989 LED. This principle perfectly suits IM/DD modems, since
2990 the receiver only has to detect the index of the active LED.
2991 In fact, no phase information is required and it is relatively
2992 straightforward to detect the power of the signals, with the
2993 aid of a photodetector. Since numerous LEDs and
2994 photodetectors can be compactly packed at the transmitter
2995 and at the receiver, respectively, SM–MIMO may be an
2996 effective and low-complexity solution for attaining signif-
2997 icant multiplexing gains for VLC. Motivated by this
2998 inherent potential, researchers have studied the applica-
2999 tion of SM–MIMO to VLC [265]–[280].
3000 In [269], the SM–MIMO concept for application to
3001 VLC is introduced, under the terminology of OSM. The
3002 associated principle is the same as for RF applications: the
3003 information data are mapped onto both the index of a
3004 single LED and onto a light intensity level. The attainable
3005 performance is studied by Monte Carlo simulations for
3006 transmission over MIMO channels that are modeled with
3007 the aid of ray-tracing methods. The results show that the
3008 optical MIMO beams are highly correlated if the
3009 transmitter and receiver locations are not optimized,
3010 which potentially results in a significant power penalty.
3011 The power efficiency may be improved by increasing the
3012 number of photodetectors and/or by using channel coding
3013 techniques. Conversely, it is shown that carefully aligning
3014 the LEDs and photodetectors is capable of creating nearly
3015 uncorrelated channel paths and, hence, results in a
3016 substantial system performance enhancement. The resul-
3017 tant aligned scheme is shown to be both power and
3018 bandwidth efficient as compared to on/off keying modu-
3019 lation, pulse position modulation, and pulse amplitude
3020 modulation. The impact of transmitter-to-receiver align-
3021 ment is studied in [268] as well, and it is shown that
3022 aligned OSM systems significantly enhance the attainable
3023 performance compared to unaligned ones.
3024 Alow-complexitymodulationscheme for applicationto
3025 VLC is designed in [276], which combines SSK–MIMO
3026 and PPM. The active LED is used for transmitting a PPM
3027 signal pattern, rather than a constant optical power or a
3028 unipolar amplitude modulated power level. The simulation
3029 results provided show that the scheme benefits from both
3030 the simplicity of SSK modulation and from the energy
3031 efficiency of PPM. Compared to the conventional on/off
3032 keying modulation that transmits only a single bit/symbol,
3033 the proposed scheme is capable of increasing the data rate
3034 by a substantial factor. The achievable increase in data rate
3035 is proportional both to the number of transmitters and to
3036 the size of the signal-constellation diagram. Furthermore,
3037 the authors construct an experimental setup for the sake of
3038 m e a s u r i n gt h ed e p e n d e n c eo ft h ec h a n n e lo nt h er e l a t i v e
3039 position of the transmitter and the receiver. These
3040 measured channel parameters are used for evaluating the
3041 system’s error probability. The proposed scheme is
3042 compared against classical SSK modulation and RC
3043 schemes, demonstrating an improved performance.
3044 TheperformanceofvariousMIMOschemesdesignedfor
3045 VLC, including RC, spatial multiplexing, and SM, is
3046 compared in [279]. The results show that as a benefit of its
3047 diversity gain, RC is robust to diverse transmitter-to-receiver
3048 alignments. However, since RC does not provide spatial-
3049 multiplexing gains, it requires large signal-constellation
3050 sizes for providing high spectral efficiencies. By contrast,
3051 spatial multiplexing enables high data rates at the cost of an
3052 increased SNR requirement. However, to provide these
3053 gains, spatial multiplexing also requires sufficiently low
3054 correlation among the channels of the spatial streams. As a
3055 remedy, SM is shown to be more immune to the correlation
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3056 among the different VLC paths compared to spatial
3057 multiplexing, while supporting a higher throughput than
3058 RC. This is not unexpected, since either a single or a low
3059 number of LED transmitters are activated at any instant.
3060 Moreover, the authors investigate the effect of power
3061 imbalance among the LEDs. It is found that power
3062 imbalance may in fact substantially improve the perfor-
3063 mance of both spatial multiplexing and of SM, as it
3064 mitigates the detrimental effects of correlation, i.e., the
3065 coincident attenuation of the different LED transmitters’
3066 lightpaths. This becomes particularly detrimental, when the
3067 LEDs of an array are tightly packed. Furthermore, the
3068 authors show that deactivating some of the LED transmit-
3069 ters reduces the channel’s correlation, which is hence
3070 capable of providing improved channel conditions for
3071 spatial multiplexing and SM. Overall, the authors show
3072 that practical VLC systems may substantially benefit from
3073 employing MIMO techniques.
3074 VI. PART IVVSM–MIMO: THE
3075 ROAD AHEAD
3076 In this section, we elaborate on a range of scenarios, where
3077 SM–MIMOs may become promising, albeit they have not
3078 as yet been addressed by the research community.
3079 Furthermore, we summarize a suite of important, open
3080 research issues that have to be addressed for the sake of
3081 fully appraising the potential advantages of SM–MIMO
3082 communications.
3083 A. Appraising the Fundamental Tradeoffs of
3084 Single- Versus Multi-RF MIMO Designs
3085 As described in Sections II and III, unlike conventional
3086 spatial-multiplexing MIMOs, in SM–MIMOs, some of the
3087 TAs remain inactive in every channel use. Hence, they are
3088 suboptimal in terms of their SE. On the other hand, this
3089 property makes them a promising candidate for those
3090 applications where the SE is not the prime requirement to
3091 be satisfied. Indeed, often a range of other performance
3092 metrics have more precedence, thus leading to fundamen-
3093 tal design and performance tradeoffs. In particular, when
3094 activating only a single or a few TA elements, both the
3095 circuit dissipation and the RF power consumption may be
3096 reduced. This is substantiated by recent results, showing
3097 that having many active TAs in MIMO-aided cellular
3098 networks may not be energy efficient [33]. Recent SE
3099 versus EE studies of SM–MIMOs relying on practical
3100 power consumption models have also corroborated this
3101 trend [240]. These pioneering studies further inspire the
3102 research community to draw definite conclusions about
3103 the SE versus EE tradeoff of single- versus multi-RF
3104 MIMO-aided communications. First, sufficiently rich
3105 numerical results exist only for very basic SM–MIMO
3106 schemes associated with a single-RF chain. Hence, it
3107 would be beneficial to extend them, by assessing the
3108 optimal number of active and inactive TAs in diverse
3109 operating conditions. Furthermore, more realistic scenar-
3110 ios should be considered. So far, only the baseline point-to-
3111 point single-cell cellular network has been studied, where
3112 the effect of other-cell interference is neglected and the
3113 characteristics of different types of BSs are not taken into
3114 account. Thus, we believe that investigating the multiuser
3115 multicell cellular scenario is a mandatory step toward
3116 assessing the ultimate potential of SM–MIMO commu-
3117 nications as an enabler of future green cellular networks,
3118 as well as to shed light on its advantages and disadvantages
3119 against other large-scale MIMO implementations [63].
3120 B. Large-Scale Implementations: Training Overhead
3121 for the Acquisition of CSIT and CSIR
3122 To achieve a high throughput, SM–MIMO systems
3123 need a large number of TAs. Furthermore, to reduce the
3124 implementation complexity and to improve the EE, SM–
3125 MIMO systems are configured to operate with a limited
3126 number of RF chains compared to the available TAs. In
3127 general, the lower the number of RF chains is, the higher
3128 the EE and the lower the complexity, but the larger the
3129 number of TAs needed for a given throughput constraint.
3130 As such, SM–MIMO systems would require large-scale
3131 MIMO implementations to meet the throughput require-
3132 ments of next-generation cellular networks. In the context
3133 of large-scale MIMO design, an important issue to be
3134 considered for any practical deployments is the training
3135 and feedback overhead associated with the acquisition of
3136 the CSIT/CSIR [42], [63]. Because of that, researchers are
3137 currently investigating this problem [281]–[289]. A viable
3138 solution to reduce the training overhead is the adoption of
3139 a cellular network architecture based on TDD, as discussed
3140 in [283], [284], and [286]–[288]. In fact, the channel
3141 reciprocity property may be exploited in this case and the
3142 overhead related to the channel training scales linearly
3143 w i t ht h en u m b e ro fu s e rt e r m i n a l sa sw e l la si ti s
3144 independent of the number of antennas at the BS. Further-
3145 more, if adequate beamforming schemes are used at the
3146 BS, the user terminals may not require CSIR. However,
3147 most existing cellular deployments are based on FDD,
3148 where the channel reciprocity property cannot be
3149 exploited and a feedback channel is needed for downlink
3150 transmission. For these reasons, researchers are currently
3151 investigating the design of FDD-based large-scale MIMO
3152 cellular systems with a limited training and feedback
3153 overhead [281], [282], [285], and [289]. In these papers, it
3154 is shown that efficient limited-feedback strategies may be
3155 designed, whose feedback overhead is less than the
3156 number of TAs. As far as the design of SM–MIMO
3157 systems is concerned, the constraint on a limited number
3158 of RF chains and its unique encoding mechanism may
3159 further increase the training overhead compared to state-
3160 of-the-art large-scale MIMO implementations. More
3161 specifically, we state the following. 1) Due to the limited
3162 number of RF chains compared to the TAs, the channel
3163 gains of all the TAs cannot be estimated simultaneously,
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3164 e.g., by using orthogonal pilot symbols. A simple but sub-
3165 optimal solution to this problem is to keep activated all the
3166 available TAs during the training phase, while switching off
3167 the RF chains that are not needed for payload transmission
3168 according to the SM–MIMO encoding principle. Accord-
3169 ingly,thetransmitterhastobeequippedwithanumberofRF
3170 chains equal to the number of TAs. However, this solution
3171 still allows us to significantly reduce the total consumed
3172 power during data transmission. Another solution is to
3173 exploit the spatial and temporal correlation among the
3174 channel impulse responses in order to reduce the training
3175 overhead, as recently proposed in [290]. 2) Due to the SM-
3176 based encoding mechanism, the CSIR may always be needed
3177 even in the downlink of TDD-based cellular architectures. A
3178 possible but suboptimal solution may be to dispense the
3179 receiver from the CSIR by using the noncoherent demod-
3180 ulation schemes described in Section IV-I. In general, the
3181 impactofthetrainingoverheadforthedesignofSM–MIMO
3182 systems has received little attention at the time of writing,
3183 despite itsimportance for realizing, in practice, the potential
3184 gains of SM–MIMO systems at a low-complexity implemen-
3185 tation and at an improved EE. Important contributions may
3186 be made in this unexplored research area.
3187 C. From Single-User Point-to-Point to Multiuser
3188 Multicell SM–MIMO Communications
3189 The state-of-the-art survey of Section IV highlights that
3190 many research groups from all around the globe are
3191 working toward the theoretical understanding and the
3192 practical assessment of SM–MIMO communications.
3193 However, it also highlights a fundamental limitation: the
3194 results available to date are mostly limited to point-to-
3195 point scenarios. Some results taking into account the
3196 degradation imposed by multiple-access interference are
3197 indeed available, as described in Section IV-H. However,
3198 they do not fully take into account the characteristics of
3199 cellular networks, which include the cell association
3200 mechanism and its impact on the coverage and sum-rate
3201 performance metrics. Furthermore, network-wide perfor-
3202 mance metrics have to be analyzed, which go beyond the
3203 point-to-point single-user performance. In this context,
3204 multiuser MIMO downlink/uplink transmission, which is
3205 a fundamental enabling transmission mode of operational
3206 cellular networks, requires further investigation. The vast
3207 majority of SM–MIMO transmission techniques are open
3208 loop and hence they are not directly comparable to state-
3209 of-the-art multiuser MIMO communications using pre-
3210 coding and beamforming. In fact, multiuser MIMOs are
3211 radically different from open-loop transmissions, since
3212 they are based upon the concept of spatial sharing of the
3213 channel among the users. In spatial multiple access, the
3214 m u l t i u s e ri n t e r f e r e n c ei sh a n d l e db yt h em u l t i p l ea n t e n -
3215 nas, which, in addition to providing per-link diversity, also
3216 provide the necessary degrees of freedom for the spatial
3217 separation of the users. To be competitive against state-of-
3218 the-art multiuser and large-scale MIMO communications,
3219 SM–MIMO research has to rapidly move forward, by
3220 abandoning the idealized simplifying point-to-point as-
3221 sumption, and to realistically investigate its potential in
3222 multiuser multicell networks.
3223 D. Millimeter-Wave Communications: The Need for
3224 Beamforming Gains
3225 Millimeter-wave communications is a promising tech-
3226 nology for future cellular systems, especially for the wide
3227 availability of license-free spectrum [44], [46], [47].
3228 Thanks to the decrease in wavelength at these frequencies,
3229 large antenna-arrays can be packed compactly at both the
3230 transmitter and the receiver. As a consequence, the
3231 millimeter-wave frequency band may be deemed a good
3232 candidate for SM–MIMO communications, since a large
3233 multiplexing gain may potentially be realized at a low
3234 complexity and at a low-power consumption, by relying on
3235 a limited number of RF chains. Enabling millimeter-wave
3236 cellular systems in practice, however, requires appropri-
3237 ately dealing with the channel impairments and propaga-
3238 tion characteristics of the high-frequency bands. More
3239 specifically, the main propagation-related obstacles in
3240 realizing millimeter-wave cellular are that the free-space
3241 pathlossismuchlargerduetothehighercarrierfrequency,
3242 scattering is less significant hence reducing the available
3243 diversity, and non-line-of-sight paths are weaker making
3244 blockage and coverage holes more pronounced. Further,
3245 t hen o i s ep o w e ri sl a r g e rd u et ot h eu s eo fl a r g e rb a n d w i d t h
3246 channels. As a result, for achieving an adequate SNR at the
3247 receiver, future millimeter-wave cellular networks must
3248 leverage high-gain electronically steerable directional
3249 antennas, which may be realized by beamforming or
3250 precoding data on large antenna arrays. However, some
3251 practical constraints on the complexity of baseband signal
3252 processing and on the number of RF chains that is possible
3253 to use at these frequencies do exist, thus making the design
3254 and optimization of millimeter-wave cellular a challenge
3255 [73], [75]. In the light of these considerations, the
3256 application of SM–MIMO to the millimeter-wave frequen-
3257 cy band needs the development of practical solutions,
3258 which can simultaneously guarantee a high multiplexing
3259 gain and a high beamforming gain, in order to offset the
3260 increased path loss and noise power. In the design and
3261 optimization spaces of SM–MIMOs, this introduces
3262 another important constraint: the number of RF chains
3263 cannot be arbitrarily low in order to provide the necessary
3264 high beamforming gain. The number of RF chains has to be
3265 appropriately chosen by taking into account the required
3266 beamforming gain, the power consumption/dissipation of
3267 t h ep o w e ra m p l i f i e r s ,t h ei m p l e m e n t a t i o nc o m p l e x i t yo f
3268 baseband signal processing, and the need for low-
3269 complexity RF-based precoding schemes, as well as the
3270 required throughput. Furthermore, these design and
3271 optimization problems have to be studied by considering
3272 realistic propagation channel models for the millimeter-
3273 wave frequency band, which may differ significantly from
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3274 conventional channel models [46], [73]. At the time of
3275 writing, the application of SM–MIMO to millimeter-wave
3276 frequencies has not as yet been investigated. Due to the
3277 large number of TAs that can be accommodated at these
3278 frequency bands, however, important practical contribu-
3279 tions may be made in this unexplored research area.
3280 E. Small-Cell Heterogeneous Cellular Networks:
3281 Toward Interference Engineering
3282 Cellular networks are undergoing a major shift in their
3283 deployment and optimization [291], [292]. New infra-
3284 structure elements, such as femto/pico BSs, fixed/mobile
3285 relays, cognitive radios, unlicensed millimeter-wave radi-
3286 os, and distributed antennas are being deployed, thus
3287 making future cellular systems more heterogeneous [293].
3288 As a consequence, new cellular deployments are charac-
3289 terized by a more unplanned, irregular and random
3290 location of many infrastructure elements, whose positions
3291 may vary widely. As a result, the interference patterns are
3292 becoming more complex making the evaluation and design
3293 of different communication technologies and protocols
3294 more challenging [294]. Therefore, accurately modeling
3295 the interference produced by randomly deployed network
3296 elements, understanding the impact on the system’s
3297 performance and developing efficient techniques for
3298 mitigating it are three fundamental research facets.
3299 Furthermore, this new heterogeneous cellular topology
3300 poses fundamental questions about the best way of
3301 exploiting the access points and antenna elements. Raising
3302 dilemmas, such as using a few BSs in combination with
3303 large-scale MIMOs, using many small cells illuminated by
3304 low-power BSs having a few TA elements each, or whether
3305 to combine large-scale MIMOs and small-cell networks,
3306 have to be addressed. In this context, SM–MIMO
3307 introduces another dimension to be investigated: the
3308 tradeoff between the number of active and inactive TA
3309 elements in each access point, in orderto strike the desired
3310 SE versus EE tradeoff. Furthermore, the employment of
3311 low-power BSs has the beneficial effect of reducing the
3312 transmission distance between mobile terminals and
3313 access points, which results in performance improve-
3314 ments. This reduction of the transmission distance may be
3315 favorable to SM–MIMO communications, since the static
3316 power consumption may have a more pronounced impact
3317 compared to the RF power consumption. The success of
3318 the SM–MIMO transmission principle depends on its
3319 efficiency, flexibility, and performance that it will be able
3320 to offer in this emerging heterogeneous cellular scenario.
3321 Some preliminary results about the assessment of SM–
3322 MIMO communications in the presence of heterogeneous
3323 interference have recently appeared in [295] and [296].
3324 The authors capitalize on research advances in network
3325 interference modeling using stochastic geometry. How-
3326 ever, these results are not directly applicable to cellular
3327 networks, since the cell association mechanism is not
3328 considered and only the impact of random interference is
3329 investigated. Owing to its unique working principle, SM–
3330 MIMO requires accurate interference models for ensuring
3331 that the interference is carefully managed for the sake of
3332 approaching the optimum performance. Thus, interfer-
3333 ence-aware transmitter and receiver designs are necessary.
3334 F. RF Energy Harvesting: Taking Advantage of the
3335 Idle Antennas
3336 In Sections II and III, we have extensively commented
3337 on the necessity of future cellular networks to become
3338 more energy efficient. We have also shown that SM–
3339 MIMO constitutes a promising enabler of reducing the
3340 total power consumption of cellular networks, by deacti-
3341 vating some TAs. However, other solutions may be
3342 conceived for exploiting the available TAs and for
3343 improving the EE of cellular networks. An option that is
3344 currently gaining momentum in green networking is RF
3345 energy harvesting, which can provide additional energy
3346 supply for wireless devices [297]. The main idea is that RF
3347 signals may be used for transporting both information and
3348 energy simultaneously. In fact, the ambient RF radiation
3349 can be captured by the available RAs and may be converted
3350 into a direct-current voltage simply using appropriate
3351 circuits. In a cellular network, RF energy harvesting may
3352 be realized using new hybrid cellular deployments, where
3353 some stations often referred to as power beacons are
3354 overlaid onto the existing cellular network with the
3355 objective of charging wireless devices with the aid of
3356 microwave radiation links relying on microwave power
3357 transfer [298], [299]. In this context, SM–MIMO may be a
3358 suitable transmission technology for taking advantage of
3359 the RF energy harvesting principle and of the related shift
3360 in the topology of cellular networks for enabling joint
3361 information and power transfer. On the one hand, SM–
3362 MIMO inherently reduces the interference compared to
3363 conventional MIMOs, since many TAs are inactive. This
3364 reductionof the interference resultsin abetterSIR, which,
3365 in turn, reduces the transmit power of the other radios in
3366 the network, hence increasing the overall EE. Further-
3367 more, deactivating some TAs reduces the circuit power
3368 consumption quite considerably. On the other hand, the
3369 EE may also be improved by dispensing with switching off
3370 the TAs that are idle, instead switching them to receive
3371 m o d e .T h i sw a y ,t h eT A st h a ta r en o tu s e df o rd a t a
3372 transmission may be used for RF energy harvesting by
3373 capturing ambient RF radiation and converting it into
3374 power that can be used for subsequent transmissions.
3375 Since the number of available antennas may be high in
3376 SM–MIMO systems, all the inactive TAs may be switched
3377 to RAs for the sake of capturing a nonnegligible amount of
3378 RF power. Of course, appropriate transceivers have to be
3379 implemented for enabling the simultaneous transmission
3380 of information and the reception of power in unison with
3381 t h es y m b o lt i m es w i t c h i n gm e c h a n i s mo fS M – M I M O s
3382 [300]. Although hitherto completely unexplored, the
3383 amalgamation of SM–MIMO and RF energy harvesting
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3384 may be a promising research area for sustainable low-
3385 power networking.
3386 G. Leveraging the Antenna Modulation Principle to a
3387 Larger Extent
3388 Throughout this paper, we have advocated a new way
3389 of transmitting data by exploiting the unique and location-
3390 specific channel impulse responses associated with differ-
3391 ent TA elements. More specifically, SM–MIMO maps
3392 some information bits onto the indices of the TAs. This
3393 modulation technique is efficient, since data demodulation
3394 is facilitated by exploiting the differences in the channel
3395 impulse responses of the TAs. Motivated by the SM–
3396 MIMO principle, some fundamental questions naturally
3397 arise: Could other characteristics of the antenna array be
3398 used for data modulation? May they be combined for the
3399 sake of realizing high multiplexing gains at a low
3400 complexity, while relying on a limited number of RF
3401 chains for striking a flexible SE versus EE tradeoff? We
3402 believe that the answers to these questions are affirmative
3403 and that the SM–MIMO principle is only a single specific
3404 e x a m p l eo fe x p l o i t i n gs o m eu n i q u ec h a r a c t e r i s t i c so ft h e
3405 antenna arrays for transmitting information. Let us deepen
3406 this concept a little further.
3407 In Section IV-B, many transmitter designs closely
3408 related to the SM–MIMO concept have been described,
3409 which do not encode the information bits onto the indices
3410 of the TAs. For example, the dispersion matrix aided
3411 approach of [103] maps the information onto the index of
3412 legitimate dispersion matrices. The larger the number of
3413 these matrices is, the higher the multiplexing gain, albeit
3414 this is achieved at the cost of an increased detection
3415 complexity. In [139], an antenna-pattern modulation
3416 scheme is introduced, where the bits are mapped onto
3417 the TA indices and onto a set of legitimate radiation
3418 patterns. In [40], the information bits are mapped onto
3419 orthogonal bases defined in the beam-space domain. Other
3420 options may include encoding information bits onto
3421 different antenna polarizations, onto beamforming vectors
3422 or onto the diverse combination of all the modulation
3423 techniques just mentioned. We believe that the promising
3424 achievable performance and low-complexity implementa-
3425 tion of the original SM–MIMO concept suggests that every
3426 unique characteristic (or their combinations) of the
3427 antenna array may be exploited for data modulation,
3428 provided that the antennas may be appropriately designed
3429 and these uniquely distinguishable antenna features may
3430 be extracted at the receiver side. This approach to data
3431 modulation relies upon the design of new antenna arrays
3432 and it goes beyond the common idea of simply feeding
3433 different TA elements with diverse bit streams for the sake
3434 of increasing the achievable throughput. On the other
3435 hand, multiple data streams may be used for choosing
3436 appropriate ‘‘features’’ of the TA array and for transmit-
3437 ting a considerable amount of information bits without
3438 creating ICI.
3439 H. Open Physical-Layer Research Issues
3440 In Section VI-C, we have emphasized the urgent need
3441 for shifting the focus of SM–MIMO research from point-
3442 to-point to multiuser, multicell scenarios for assessing its
3443 advantages in comparison to the current trends in MIMO
3444 research. However, fundamental key aspects at the
3445 physical layer have not as yet been addressed. In this
3446 context, a nonexhaustive list of open research issues may
3447 be formulated as follows.
3448 • The design of single-RF SM–MIMO systems
3449 simultaneously providing both transmit diversity
3450 and ML-optimum single-stream decoding com-
3451 plexity remains an open issue at the time of
3452 writing. The proposal in [50] still requires multiple
3453 RF chains and the design of adequate shaping
3454 filters for low-complexity detection. The proposal
3455 in [203] does provide a single-RF solution, but its
3456 low-complexity decoding as well as its comparison
3457 to state-of-the-art MIMO is still unexplored. The
3458 proposal in [103] relies on the numerical design of
3459 appropriate dispersion matrices, but this task is
3460 n o n t r i v i a lf o ral a r g en u m b e ro fT A s .T h i sp r o b l e m
3461 is partially addressed in [149], where, however,
3462 many active TA elements may be needed for
3463 achieving good performance. Furthermore, the
3464 amalgamation of multicarrier LTE-style transcei-
3465 vers with the single-RF SM–MIMO architecture is
3466 still a fairly open research issue.
3467 • By relying on a large number of TA elements
3468 compared to the number of RF chains, SM–
3469 MIMOs are unable to estimate all the channel
3470 impulse responses of the antenna array at the same
3471 time. This implies that the training overhead
3472 required for CE may increase with the ratio of
3473 the number of TAs and the number of available RF
3474 chains. Although SM–MIMOs have been shown to
3475 be robust to CE errors and some noncoherent
3476 demodulators can dispense with CE at the receiver,
3477 demodulation schemes relying on coherent detec-
3478 tion require efficient CE algorithms for large-scale
3479 implementations.
3480 • It is apparent from our state-of-the-art survey that
3481 u s i n gaf i x e dn u m b e ro fT A sa n dM I M Ot r a n s m i s -
3482 sion modes regardless of the fading channel is a
3483 suboptimal solution in terms of both spectral- and
3484 energy-efficiency performance metrics. On the
3485 other hand, link-adaptive SM–MIMO schemes
3486 that adapt the number of active/inactive TAs and
3487 the number of information streams to be trans-
3488 mitted constitute a more promising option.
3489 Indeed, link-adaptive SM–MIMO communications
3490 have been proposed in [128]. However, the tech-
3491 niques advocated require a nonnegligible feedback
3492 overhead and impose a high computational com-
3493 plexity. Furthermore, their achievable perfor-
3494 mance has not been analytically characterized,
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3495 hence it has to be assessed through extensive
3496 simulations.
3497 • The application of SM–MIMOs to distributed and
3498 relay-aided networks implies that adequate de-
3499 modulation schemes have to be available at the
3500 destination for taking advantage of the inherent
3501 diversity gain offered by multirelay transmission.
3502 T h er e c e i v e r sa v a i l a b l ea tt h et i m eo fw r i t i n ga r e
3503 computational demanding and rely on the assump-
3504 tion of idealized perfect CSI. In this context, new
3505 receiver architectures that are less complex but are
3506 robust to the knowledge of the CSI have to be
3507 developed. Furthermore, accurate symbol-level
3508 synchronization may be needed to fully benefit
3509 from the spatial-constellation diagram. Quasi-
3510 synchronous distributed designs may be investi-
3511 gated to this end [260].
3512 • The heterogeneous and ad hoc nature of future
3513 cellular networks requires transceivers that are no
3514 longer oblivious of the interference, but exploit
3515 different grades of coordination among the ran-
3516 domly distributed network elements, as well as the
3517 statistical characteristics of the aggregate interfer-
3518 ence for conceiving improved transmission and
3519 reception algorithms. Interference-aware SM–
3520 MIMO encoding and decoding schemes have not
3521 as yet been designed. Furthermore, the distribu-
3522 tion of the aggregate other-cell interference of
3523 SM–MIMO cellular communications is still un-
3524 known. Advanced mathematical tools borrowed
3525 from the area of applied probability, such as
3526 stochastic geometry, may be used to this end [292].
3527 I. Implementation Challenges of SM–MIMO Design
3528 In Section VII, we will summarize a recent activity
3529 related to the experimental testbed-based assessment of
3530 SM–MIMO communications. The experiments carried out
3531 to date have confirmed that the information bits mapped
3532 onto the TA indices can be decoded with the expected
3533 performance in both outdoor and indoor environments.
3534 However, a range of further important implementation
3535 aspects related to the design of SM–MIMOs have to be
3536 solved for realizing the full potential of single-RF-based
3537 large-scale MIMO implementations. Some important
3538 implementation issues are as follows.
3539 • The single-RF implementation requires a fast RF
3540 switch. The switching has to be performed at the
3541 symbol rate and low insertion losses have to be
3542 guaranteed. Furthermore, the switch needs to be
3543 energy efficient for its application to power-
3544 efficient cellular networks.
3545 • New large-scale antenna-array architectures have
3546 to be designed for enhancing the uniqueness of the
3547 channel signatures. Furthermore, reconfigurable
3548 antenna-array designs are needed for generalized
3549 modulation schemes that are capable of exploiting
3550 the features of the available TAs. Both mutual
3551 coupling and electromagnetic compatibility prop-
3552 erties of these TAs have to be investigated.
3553 • Switching at the symbol rate requires shaping filter
3554 designs that are capable of striking a beneficial
3555 tradeoff between the practical bandwidth and the
3556 time duration in order to avoid leakage losses and,
3557 at the same time, for complying with regulatory
3558 spectral emission masks.
3559 • Combining single-RF MIMO designs and
3560 multicarrier/filterbankmodulationmaynecessitate
3561 sophisticated RF and baseband signal processing
3562 techniques.
3563 VII. PART VVSM–MIMO: FROM THEORY
3564 TO PRACTICE
3565 In this section, we describe the world’s first experimental
3566 assessment of SM–MIMO transmission with the aid of a
3567 testbed platform deployed in an indoor propagation
3568 environment. The results illustrated in this section are in
3569 part reproduced from [94] with permission.
3570 A. Transmission Chain
3571 The transmission chain used in the testbed setup is
3572 shown in Fig. 11, which is constituted by hardware and
3573 software parts. The hardware consists of a National
3574 Instruments (NI)-PXIe-1075 chassis at the transmitter
3575 (PXIe-Tx) and another NI-PXIe-1075 chassis at the
3576 receiver (PXIe-Rx), each equipped with the relevant NI
3577 modules [301]. The software carries out the digital signal
3578 processing at the transmitter (DSP-Tx) and at the receiver
3579 (DSP-Rx). At the transmitter, the binarydata are processed
3580 by the DSP-Tx block before being transmitted through the
3581 channel by the PXIe-Tx. At the receiver, the PXIe-Rx
3582 records the RF signal and outputs it to the DSP-Rx, where
3583 the original data stream is recovered.
3584 B. Hardware Testbed
3585 Both the NI-PXIe-1075 chassis of the transmitter and of
3586 the receiver are equipped with a 1.8-GHz Intel-i7
3587 processor relying on 4-GB RAM. The system has two
3588 TAs and two RAs. Each TA and RA contains two quarter-
3589 wave dipoles, and a half-wave dipole placed in the middle.
Fig. 11. Illustration of the hardware and software testbed setup.
Reproduced from [94] with permission.
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3590 All three dipoles are vertically polarized. Additionally,
3591 each antenna has a peak gain of 7 dBi in the azimuth plane,
3592 with an omnidirectional radiation pattern. The signals are
3593 transmitted at a carrier frequency of 2.3 GHz.
3594 The PXIe-Tx transmitter hardware is composed of
3595 three interconnected hardware modules:
3596 1) the NI-PXIe-5450 I/Q signal generator, which is
3597 fed with the transmit vector extracted from the
3598 binary file generated in MATLAB using the DSP-
3599 T xe n c o d i n ga l g o r i t h m ;t h eD S P - T xm o d u l ei s
3600 described in Section VII-C;
3601 2) the NI-PXIe-5652 RF signal generator, which is
3602 connected to the NI-PXIe-5611 frequency con-
3603 verter, which takes its input signal from the
3604 output of the NI-PXIe-5450 I/Q signal generator;
3605 3) the NI-PXIe-5611 frequency converter, which
3606 outputs the analog waveform corresponding to
3607 the binary data at a carrier frequency of 2.3 GHz.
3608 Likewise, the PXIe-Rx receiver hardware is composed
3609 of three interconnected hardware modules:
3610 1) theNIPXIe-5601RFdownconverter,whichisused
3611 for detecting the analog RF signal from the RAs;
3612 2) the NI-PXIe-5652 onboard reference clock, which
3613 is used for synchronization;
3614 3) the NI-PXIe-5622 IF digitizer, which applies its
3615 own bandpass filter and produces the received
3616 binary files that are processed in MATLAB by the
3617 D S P - R xd e c o d i n ga l g o r i t h m ;t h eD S P - R xm o d u l e
3618 is described in Section VII-C.
3619 C. Software Testbed
3620 MATLABisusedforthedigitalsignalprocessingrequired
3621 bothatthetransmitterandthereceiver,DSP-TxandDSP-Rx,
3622 respectively. DSP-Tx processes the incoming information
3623 data and generates a file that can be transmitted by PXIe-Tx.
3624 DSP-Rx processes the data received by PXIe-Rx and recovers
3625 the original binary data stream. The processing algorithms at
3626 DSP-Tx and DSP-Rx are shown in Fig. 12.
3627 The following operations are implemented at the
3628 DSP-Tx.
3629 1) The binary data are first split into information
3630 segments of appropriate size.
3631 2) The information in each segment is then modu-
3632 lated using SM–MIMO.
3633 3) A pilot signal is incorporated for the sake of CE
3634 along with a frequency offset estimation section.
3635 4) Then, zero-padding is performed, which permits
3636 up-sampling of the data, while maintaining the
3637 same signal power. The up-sampling ratio is set to
3638 four and the up-sampled data are passed through a
3639 root raised cosine finite impulse response filter
3640 with 40 taps and a rolloff factor of 0.75. A large
3641 rolloff factor and a long tap delay are necessary for
3642 ensuring that the power is focused to a short time
3643 window, i.e., for ensuring that only a single
3644 antenna is activated in every channel use.
3645 5) The resultant vector is multiplied by a factor
3646 termed as the ‘‘tuning signal power’’ for the sake
3647 of adjusting the desired transmit power required
3648 for the information sequence.
3649 6) The frames are created such that the frame length
3650 multiplied by the sampling rate is less than the
3651 coherence time of the channel, which is typically
3652 about 7 ms for a stationary indoor environment.
3653 This ensures that all channel estimates generated
3654 at the receiver are valid for the frame duration.
3655 The following operations are implemented at DSP-Rx.
3656 1) The raw data vectors received from the NI-PXIe-
3657 5622 digitizer are combined, in order to form the
3658 received matrix for data demodulation.
3659 2) The detector first finds the beginning of the trans-
3660 mitted sequence by using the synchronization
3661 sequence (based on an autocorrelation algorithm).
3662 3) The SNR for each vector is calculated using the
3663 ‘‘SNR section.’’
3664 4) Each raw vector is decomposed into its underlying
3665 frames.
3666 5) Each frame is down-sampled and passed through a
3667 root raised cosine filter which completes the
3668 matched filtering.
3669 6) Frequency offset estimation, timing recovery, and
3670 correction of each frame follow, which rely on
3671 using state-of-the-art algorithms.
3672 7) The pilot signal is then used for CE.
3673 8) The remaining data, along with the estimated
3674 channels, are finally used for recovering the
3675 estimated binary sequence (ML-optimum demod-
3676 ulation).
3677 D. Experimental Evaluation
3678 The physical layout of the experimental setup is shown
3679 in Fig. 13, and the relative antenna spacing is provided in
Fig. 12. Block diagram of signal processing modules implemented
at the transmitter and the receiver. Reproduced from [94] with
permission.
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3680 Fig. 14. More particularly, the two TAs and two RAs are
3681 identical and are placed directly across each other. As
3682 such, the channel between the transmitter and the receiver
3683 has a strong LoS component. Therefore, the transmit-to-
3684 receive channel exhibits a Rician distribution with a high
3685 Rician factor due to the short distance between the
3686 transmitter and the receiver. In order to confirm the
3687 Rician distribution and to estimate the Rician factor, some
3688 channel measurements are collected and studied with the
3689 help of the chi-squared goodness-of-fit test. These
3690 measurements confirm that the channel is Rician distrib-
3691 uted with a Rician factor in the range of 31–38 dB.
3692 To assess the performance of the testbed, some
3693 measurements are performed and the error probability is
3694 computed experimentally. Specifically, a stream of 104
3695 information bits is transmitted. These data are split into
3696 50 frames with 200 bits each. To implement coherent
3697 detection, the channel is estimated both at the beginning
3698 and at the end of every frame, resulting in 100 CEs per
3699 transmission. The experiment is repeated 1000 times for
3700 every SNR point and the error probability is computed.
3701 The results are shown in Fig. 15. A good agreement
3702 between the experiments and both the Monte Carlo
3703 simulations (‘‘Sim’’) and the analytical results (‘‘Ana’’)
3704 can be observed. Explicitly, the analytical results are
3705 obtained by considering a Rician distribution with a
3706 Rician factor equal to 33 dB and by taking into account
3707 some of the associated hardware imperfections, such as
3708 t h ep o w e ri m b a l a n c eo ft h eR Fc h a i n s .T h eg a po b s e r v e d
3709 at low SNR can be attributed to a number of practical
3710 factors, including the imperfect frequency offset estima-
3711 tion, timing recovery errors, synchronization problems,
3712 and inaccurate CE.
3713 In summary, the preliminary results illustrated in this
3714 section for a simple (2   2)-element MIMO testbed,
3715 including full transmit and reception chains and signal
3716 processing algorithms, confirm that the theoretical gain
3717 predicted by the analysis and simulations are substantiated
3718 by measurements performed in a controlled laboratory
3719 environment.
3720 VIII. CONCLUSION
3721 The need for power-efficient MIMO-aided cellular net-
3722 works requires a paradigm shift in the wireless system
3723 design. This trend is irreversible and will have a profound
3724 impact on both the theory and practice of future
3725 heterogeneous cellular networks, which will no longer
3726 be purely optimized for approaching the attainable
3727 capacity, but will explicitly include the energy efficiency
3728 during the design and optimization of the entire protocol
3729 stack. In this paper, we have criticallyappraised SM, which
3730 constitutes a promising transmission concept in the
3731 context of MIMO communications, and have described
3732 both a business case and the technical foundations for
3733 making it a suitable air-interface candidate for power-
3734 efficient, yet low-complexity MIMO cellular networks.
3735 We have conjectured that the SM concept can be further
3736 leveraged, by exploiting the beneficial features of large-
3737 scale antenna arrays for low-complexity transceiver
Fig. 15. Illustration of the experimental results and comparison with
analysis and simulations. Reproduced from [94] with permission.
Fig.14. Illustrationofthemeasurementsetup.ThepairofRAsandTAs
are set 2.2 m apart from each other with a direct LoS. Each pair of
antennas is 1.5 m above the ground floor. The spacing between the
antennas in either pair is 10 cm, which corresponds to 0.77 times the
wavelength at 2.3 GHz. Reproduced from [94] with permission.
Fig. 13. Illustration of the laboratory setup. Reproduced from [94]
with permission.
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3738 designs and for energy-efficient front–end concepts at
3739 the transmitter, while relying on a limited number of RF
3740 chains. Preliminary experimental results substantiating the
3741 benefitsofSMhave alsobeenillustrated. Itisourhope that
3742 thesepromisingresultswillinspiremoreresearchonSMin
3743 the years to come.
3744 We close this paper by directing interested readers to a
3745 collection of companion tutorial slides on SM research
3746 [295] and to some YouTube videos, where the theory and
3747 practice of SM are described [302]–[304]. Furthermore, a
3748 two-hour video presentation that introduces this paper is
3749 available on YouTube [305]. The slides of the video
3750 presentation are available for download as well [306].
3751 Finally, we summarize in Table 1 the main takeaway
3752 messages and design guidelines for SM–MIMO systems,
3753 which can be inferred from the state-of-the-art survey of
3754 Sections IV and V. h
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